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Mr. SWANSON, from the Committee on Education and Labor,
Submitted the following�

R E P O R T .

[In pursuance of S. Res. 37.] i

The Committee on Education and�_Labor, to which was referred
Senate resolution 37, met, and acting in accordance with the
authority in Said resolution, appointed a subcommittee, consisting;
of Senator Swanson as chairman, and Senators Shields, Martins,-
Kenyon, and Borah, to conduct Said investigation on behalf of the
committee. The said subcommittee immediately organized and
promptly proceededwith its work. On account of the very broad
�eld of inquiry and the varied subjects of investigation, it was
deemed that the work could be more thoroughly and satisfactorily
accomplished if it should be speci�cally divided among the different �
members of the subcommittee. The chairman of the subcommittee
was directed to assign �the subjects of investigation to the different
members of the Subcommittee as he should think advisable.

Acting under this authority the chairman assigned to Senator
Borah resolution No. *1, which is as follows: &#39;
Whether or notany system of peonage has been or is maintained in said coal �elds;
Also resolution N o. 4, which is as follows:
Investigate and report all facts and circumstances relating to the charge that citi««

zens of the United States have been arrested, tried, and convicted contrary to or in
violation of the Constitution or the laws of the United States.

To Senator Martins resolution No. 2, which is as follows:
Whether or not postal services and facilities have been or are interfered with of

obstructed in said coal �elds; and if so, by whom.

Also resolution No. 3, which is as follows:
Whether or not the immigration laws of this country have been or are being viot

lated in said coal �elds; and if so, by whom; and Whether or not� there have been
discriminatitons against said coal �elds in the administration of the immigration
laws at ports of entry. &#39;
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To Senator Shields, resolution No. 5, which is as follows:
Investigate and report to what extent the conditions existing in said coal �elds

in West Virginia have been caused by agreements and combinations entered into
contrary to the laws of the United States for the purpose of controlling the produc�
tion, sale, and transportation of the coal of these �elds. ».

To Senator Kenyon, resolution No. 6, which is as follows:
, Investigate and report whether or not �rearms, ammunition, and explosives have
been shipped into the said coal �elds with the purpose to exclude the products of
said coal �elds from competitive markets in interstate trades; and if so, by whom
and by whom paid for. .

Also, resolution No; 7, which is as follows:
If&#39;any or all of these conditions exist, the causes leading up to such conditions.
Each Senator thus designated procured and introduced all avail-

able evidence upon the subject assigned to him. This investigation�
has been most thorough, rarely excelled in this respect. All persons
and interests. affected were permitted to appear by counsel, introduce
and examine witnesses, and submit briefs for the consideration of the
committee. The hearings were not closed until all the witnesses
desired by anyone interested had testi�ed, all important and pertinent
evidence available to the committee had been obtained and examined,
and all relevant documentary evidence inserted in the record. A
study of the 2,291 pages of the hearings will give one full and fair
information concerning the matters referred to the committee for
investigation, and also the conditions prevalent in the mining sec-
tion which were made the subject of this inquiry. The apprehension
entertained by many that this investigation would tend to increase
and intensify the severe con�ict and strife existing between the con-
tending parties, at the time the resolution was passed, has not been .
realized. .

The hearings of the committee were commenced on June 10, 1913,
at Charleston, W. Va., and continued there&#39;until June 18. The
hearings were discontinued at that time on account of important
legislation pending in Congress, but were resumed in Washington on
September 3, 1918, and concluded there on October 29, 1913. �

On July 29, 1913, the operators and miners entered into a contract
entirely satisfactory, which will continue in force until April 1, 1916.
The differences between the operators and miners which �were, con-
sidered irreconcilable have been amicably adjusted. Peace now
reigns in this section where heretofore existed strife, contention, and
armed con�ict. The relations between the operators and miners
have become friendly and conciliatory. Business has been resumed,
and the mines are being operated. Martial law has been abolished
and civil law and authority fully reestablished. The committee is
satis�ed that the investigations have greatly aided in the accom-
plishment of these bene�cial and much desired results. The com-
.mittee con�ned its investigations to. the subjects designated in the

. resolution and refused to enter into other or irrelevant matters when
suggested. . . _ _

When the Investigation was completed, Senator Swanson, chair-
man of the subcommittee, requested each Senator to write a report
to him upon the subject especially assigned to the Senator. This�,
request has been complied with.   .

These reports have been approved by the committee and adopted
and made a part of this report so far as they relate to the subject
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designated to the Senator for investigation. So far as these reports
discuss other matters-proposed "legislation, governmental owner-
ship or operation ofmines�-�they are the individual views of the Sena-
tors making them and are published as such. The committee did
not consider that it was authorized to investigate and report upon
these subjects. 8 � �

After carefully considering the evidence of witnesses, documents
introduced, the briefs of counsel, and the reports ofthe various Sena-
tors upon the particular sub&#39;ects assigned to them, the committee
makes and respectfully submits the following report and �ndings:

First. The committee has been unable to �nd that any system of
eonage has been or is maintained in the Paint Creek or Cabin Creek

coal �elds of West Virginia. � � c
Second. VVhile there was evidence tending to show some delay,

some inconvenience and annoyance in connection with the delivery
of mail in this district, yet there was no proof showing any attempt to
prevent the usual receipt or delivery of �mail from or to the patrons
of the various offices. The excited and disturbed conditions in the
district caused large crowds to congregate around the post of�ces, in-
cluding private armed guards and soldiers during martial law, which
engendered frequently misunderstandings, bitterness, and strife, but
this was occasioned by other causes and was no part of an intention or
an attempt to interfere with the mails. .

Third. No evidence was furnished to show that the immigration
laws of the country were in any way violated by the coal operators
in order to obtain miners to take the places of those striking. Many
cases were proven where persons were induced to go to the district to
work upon misrepresentation and misinformation furnished by
employment bureaus in some of the large cities. Some hardships

in this respect were disclosed. The importation of this labor into
the district intensi�ed the bitterness, greatly increased the strife
and disturbance, and delayed the chance of an amicable settlement.

In regard to the second part of the inquiry under this division,
while there was evidence showing that the former Commissioner of
Labor declared a desire to prevent any immigrants from entering
these coal �elds where the strike among the miners then existed, yet
no proof was furnished to show any such discrimination was ever
extarcised or any immigrant was prevented from going to these coal
�e ds. �

Fourth. This branch of the inquiry was assigned to Senator Borah,
who has made to the chairman of the subcommittee a very complete
report and from which the committee brie�y forms the following

� conclusions:

. (1)1 That martial law was declared as to Paint and Cabin Creek
-country about September 2, 1912, and continued in force with the

i exception of short intervals until in June, 1913.
(2) That during the reign of martial law� a number of individuals

were arrested, tried, and convicted and sentenced and punished for
offenses alleged to have been committed by them. "

(3) That these parties were arrested upon orders issued by the
military authorities and not by virtue of any warrant issued by the
civil authorities or from the established courts of the State, and were
put uponitheir trial, without the �ndingof any indictment by the

a grand jury, before a court martial created by the order of the com-
manderin chief and composed of individuals selected by him.
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(4) (That the charges made against these parties thus put upon
their trial were in the nature of speci�cations drawn up and presented
by the military authorities, and upon these they were put upon their
trial before said court�martial Without a jury. �

(5) That in the trial of these parties and in the assessing of punish-
ments the court before which they were tried deemed itself bound
alone by the orders of the commander in chief, the governor of the
State, and in no respect bound to observe the Constitution of the
United States or the constitution or the statutes of the State of West
Virginia relative to the trial and punishment of parties charged with
crime. That they acted under the claim that all the provisions of the
constitution, both State and National, and the statutes of the State
relative to such matters were suspended and for the time inoperative
by reason of the existence of martial law.

(6) That at the time these arrests were made and the trials and
convictions had the civil courts were open, holding their terms as
usual, disposing of cases and dispensing justice in the usual and

V ordinary manner.
That in some instances arrests were made outside the military zone

for offenses alleged to have been committed outside the military zone
and at a time when martial law did not prevail, and When such arrests
Were made the parties were turned over by the civil authorities to the
military authorities for detention, trial, and punishment. �

(7) That in rendering judgment and assessing, punishment the
parties were punished by terms of imprisonment unknown to the
statutes or in excess of the punishment provided for such offenses
under the laws of the State. , . . I

That a number of these parties were sent to jail and many to the
State penitentiary under sentence from this court�martial as ap-
proved by the governor. Most of those Who Were sent to the peni-
tentiary were given a conditional pardon before the term for which
they were sentenced had expired, the pardon being conditioned in a
general way upon good behavior. That the parties sentenced to the
penitentiary were received into the penitentiary as ordinary con-
victs and treated in every respect as parties sentenced for crimes by
the criminal courts of the State. a

(8) That under the laws of West Virginia a Warrant of arrest may
be issued from one justice of the peace court, and the hearing and trial
upon the said Warrant of arrest may be transferred and brought on for
hearing before any other justice of the peace in the same county.

(9) That a place of holding court�-�that is, for the civil or common
law courts�-Was at Charleston, W. Va., a distance of several miles
from the disturbed district or military zone.

(10) That no threats of violence or use of force was made or had
against the judges or the courts at any time during the existence of
the disturbance orthe reign of martial law.

(11) That great feeling and interest doubtless prevailed generally
throughout the country, but the existence of this feeling and its
effect upon grand or petit juries Was not tested by the calling of a
grand jury, or the submitting of the charges against these persons
to a grand jury, and no attempt Was made to try them before� a petit
jury���the officers of the country, after the declaration of martial
law, proceeding upon the assumption that the feeling and prejudice
was so strong as to prevent the operation of the civil authorities,
together with a further belief that the declaration of martial law� had
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the effect of suspending and riullifying all constitutional and stat-
utory rights of the accused. »

Fifth. The matter contained in this branch of the inquiry is now
the subject of investigation by the United States courts, both in a civil
suit and in a criminal prosecution. The committee deems it would

i be improper for it to determine in advance questions of either law or
fact which courts of competent jurisdiction have under consideration
in cases pending before them. The committee con�nes itself in this
matter to submitting a summary of the evidence collated and pre-
pared by Senator Shields. 1 �

Sixth. The investigation disclosed that large quantities of ammu-
nition, pistols, shotguns, ri�es, and machine guns were brought into
the district by both parties to the controversy and freely &#39;used.
There is no evidence to prove that these shipments were made by com-
petitors for the purpose of creating conditions in this district so as to
exclude its coal from the competitive markets in interstate trade.
it Seventh. The conditions existing in this district for �many months
were most deplorable. The hostility became so intense, the con�ict
so �erce, that there existed in this district for some time well-armed
forces �ghting for supremacy. Separate camps, organized, armed,
and guarded, were established. There was much violence and some
murders. Pitched battles were fought by the contending parties.
Law and order disappeared, andlife was insecure for both sides.
Operation and business practically ceased.

As these unhappy conditions no longer exist, as the differences
between the contending parties have been amicably adjusted and an
agreement entered into for several years, and as peace and con�dence
now prevail, work and business having been resumed, the committee
does not consider it wise or necessary to elaborate upon the many
causes which produced these deplorable conditions.

Among the contributing causes may be enumerated the following:
The failure of the operators in the Paint Creek district to renew

their expiring contract with the United Mine VVorkers; the determi-
� nation of the coal operatorsjunder no circumstances to recognize the

miners as an organization or union, and the equal determination of
the miners to organize and form a union, a right as they claim guar-
anteed to them without discrimination by the laws of West Virginia;
the employment by the operators of mine guards, many of whom
were aggressive and arbitrary; mine guards in the employment of
the operators acting as deputy sheriffs and clothed with the authority
of law; the failure of the civil authorities to attempt even to preserve
peace and order at the beginning of violence and permitting things

to drift from bad to worse without vigorous interference and asser-
tion /of authority; discontent among the miners occasioned by no
opportunity to purchase homes; no cemeteries except upon the
company�s grounds; post offices located in the company�s stores;
private roads only to the schools and stores; the disposition of the
coal operators to keep strict espionage of all strangers who entered
the district and to exercise their right of private ownership of this
large district and to exclude from it all persons objectionable to them.
These may be stated as some of the immediate contributing causes.

The committee makes no recommendation of remedial legislation,
as it was not authorized to do so under the Senate resolution, but
was limited in its powers to the investigation and ascertainment of
designated facts;



Senator Borah submitted the following report to the chairman of .
the subcommittee:

S COURT�MARTIAL TRIALS.

The fourth subdivision of the resolution under which this investi-
gation was made provides as follows:

Investigate and report all facts and circumstances relating to the charge that citi-
zens of. the United States have been arrested, tried, and convicted contrary to or in
violation of the Constitution or the laws of the United States. ~

The committee understands that this limits :its authority to the
simple proposition of investigating and reporting the facts and cir-
cumstances relating to this charge and nothing more. .

On the 1st, day of April, 1912, the contract between the union
miners in Kanawha Valley and the operators eXpired. Upon the
expiration of this contract Gov..Glasscock became interested, �or per-
haps we should better say was consulted, with referenceto the trou- i
bles between the miners and opera tors in the Kanawha Valley. The
progress of this trouble we need not refer to here, as that is discussed
under another head. Suffice it to say that the governor upon the
2d day of September, 1912, declared martial law as to that portion
of the State of West Virginia which was involved in the strike dif��
culties. Martial law remained in this district from the 2d of Sep-
tember up to and including the 14th or 15th of October. The second
period" of martial law began on the 15th of November, 1912.

During the �rst period of martial law there were certain trials
before the military tribunals held at Pratt, in Kanawha County,
W. Va. The men who were tried before these tribunals were arrested
by order of some military o�icer upon charges formulated before the
judgeadvocate general, and the arrest was made by serving a copy
upon. the party charged and taking him into custody. �That is to say,
they were brought before this military court by virtue» of the specifica-
tions served upon them and not by any civil process issued by any
common law or civil court. The parties charged were given time to
get their witnesses and counsel, but the courts proceeded wholly and
exclusively upon what was deemed to be military authority, and
under the military law and not under the civil law. 6

At these �rsttrials there were some 55 or 66 persons tried alto-
gether�-about 15 persons who were known as Baldwin guards, 2
miners, and a group of persons consisting largely of Greeks, amounting
to some 40 or 43 individuals. They were tried as high as 30 in a

roup.

Three of the parties were adjudged guilty and sent to the peniten-
tiary, some as high as two years ;. others to one year in the peniten-
tiary, and some were sentenced to the county jail. There were some
acquitt�als. � , 1

In proceeding with these trials the tribunal adhered to military law
and procedure in so far as it recognized any law at all, and did not in
any respect follow the law and practice provided by the civil law.

6
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There were also trials by court�martial during the second period of
martial law. These trials were held in the same way and the pro-
cedure was precisely the same. In the second trials most of the
parties charged were found guilty and sentenced to long terms in the
penitentiary, some as high as seven and one�half years, ranging from
that down to one year. . �

It is proper perhaps to state here, asit is a fact, that these persons
When received at the penitentiaryewere treated in the same way and
subjected to the same rules and discipline and regarded in every
respect as if they had been sentenced by the civil law courts.

The�number Who were tried during the second period of martial
law was somewhat inde�nite, but perhaps from 15 to 20. The
offenses were offenses alleged to have been committed both during
the reign of martial law and also at a time when martial law did not

revail. L .

p There were also court�martial trials at a later period, during the
reign of martial law. This was what was known as the big trial, by
reason of the number of parties tried. The trials grew out of offenses
alleged to have been committed during what was known as the
battle of Mucklow. The parties were charged in the speci�cations
with conspiracy with intent to destroy personal property, and
conspiracy to inflict bodily injuries, murder committed in pur�

L suance of conspiracy, accessories after the fact,� and carrying deadly
weapons. These offenses were all charged in one set of �specifications.
The offenses for which these parties were tried, both in this trial
and in the other trials, were offenses which could have been pun�
ished under the civil law and in the common�law courts of the State.
That is to say, they wereoffenses against the laws of the State of
West Virginia. Just what the result of this latter trial was, as to
convictions, the committee was unable to ascertain, as the judg-
ments were perhaps never approved by the governor, but the parties,
a number of them, were detained and imprisoned in the different

p county jails of the State.
It will be sufficient to give one of the orders under which these

trials were had: 
     
     GENERAL ORDERs, No. 23.

The following is published for the guidance of the military commission, organized
under General Orders, No. 22, of this o�ice, dated November 16, 1912:

1. The military commission is substituted for the criminal courts of the district
covered by the martial-law proclamation, and all offenses against the civil laws as they
existed prior to the proclamation of November 15, 1912, shall beregarded as offenses

, under the military law, and as a punishment therefor the military commission can
impose such sentences, either lighter or heavier than those imposed under the civil law�,
as inltheir judgment the offender may merit. � � .

2. Cognizances of offenses against the civil law as they existed prior to November 15,
1912, committed prior to the declaration of martial law and unpunished, will be taken
by the military commission. ~

3. Persons sentenced to imprisonments will be confined in the penitentiary at
Moundsville, W. Va. �

By command of the governor:� G. D. ELLIOTT, Adjutant General.

The civil courts of Kanawha and Clay Counties, the counties in
which the military zone is situated, were open, holding their regular
terms at all times during the existence of martial law. No threats; of
violence or of force were had or made against the courts or judges
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thereof. Joseph H. Gaines, a member of the bar of West Virginia
and residing at Charleston, the capital, testi�ed as follows:
� The State is divided into what we call circuits, and the circuit court is the court of
general jurisdiction. This circuit comprises Kanawha County and Clay County.
Then there is an intermediate c_ourt,_which is coextensive only_ with the County of
Kanawha, and that has criminal ]1lI�lSCl1Ctl0I1; that is the court which has a grand jury,
and offenses against the statute or State�-ordinary CI&#39;1II1lI1a.l offenses�are tried in
the criminal court and then appeal may be had to the circuit court and then to the
supreme court of appeals of the State. The court sits in this county at the courthouse
in Charleston. The courts have not been closed. There have been grand juries.

The witness further testi�ed that Cabin Creek and Paint,� Creek
were principally in Kanawha County, Paint Creek extending, however,
to Fayette County. = s

In thisconnection it may be properly stated that Kanawha County
has a population from eighty to eighty�seven thousand, and the city
of Charleston a population of some 25,000, and the military zone is
comprised of a comparatively small proportion of the county.

None of the offenses for which the parties were tried by court-
martial were ever submitted to the grand jury and no indictments
were had or sought. before any regularly impaneled grand jury.

As to the I manner in which the military court was constituted
Charles R. Morgan, an attorney of Charleston, testi�ed:

I am and was connected with the military service all through the six months that
martial law was enforced. The military commission was composed of Mr. Morgan
(_the witness), James I. Pratt, Capt. S. L. Walker, Lieut. Roberts, and Capt. Sherwood,
all members of the State militia.

The witness further states, in general, that no civil process was
used to bring the parties before the court, that the evidence upon the
hearing was taken down, and that the offenses for which the parties

C Were tried were statutory offenses under the laws of West Virginia.
Capt. James I. Pratt testified in substance that he was a major in

the militia; that his headquarters were at Pratt, in Kanawha County;
that he was a member of the second military court,� which he said was
composed of Maj. Pratt, Capt. Wa.lker, Capt. Morgan, and Lieut.
Roberts, all members of the State militia; and that the offenses for
which the parties were tried were offenses known to the statutes of
the State of Westi Virginia and punishable under the laws of that
State; that no preliminary hearings or indictments of the grand jury
were had with reference to any of the defendants who were tried
before the military courts. 0

None of the defendantswho were tried and convicted, referred to
p in this report, were members of the State militia or in the military

service. _
As to the authority or power of the military court Capt. Morgan

was asked :

Do I understand that the court of which you are a member, the military court,
recommended sentences for punishment in excess of the punishment which was
permitted by the statutes of the State? -

Mr. MORGAN. That is my understanding, sir. . _
Senator BORAH. As we understand the matter, the military court was undertaking

to follow out the orders and exercise the discretion permitted it from the commander
in chief, rather than undertaking to follow the statutes?

Mr. MORGAN. It was our understanding, Senator, and it appeared so to us, having
been in the �eld quite a good while, that a state of war existed in that locality; and
having been in the �eld myself for about three months at that time, and having
known of the disorders, and having had connection with a great deal of it, having

taken up several hundred guns myself, and having seen the conditions and knowing
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the conditions going on at that time, we took it to be that a state of war actually existed
at that time and punished the offenders accordingly. � I

Senator BORAH. Regardless of what the statute of the State might provide?
Mr. MORGAN. Yes, sir. .
Senator BORAH. Now, then, Captain, if the military tribunal of which you were a

member had seen �t to sentence a man to the penitentiary for life for perjury, you
would have felt that you had the power to do it, would you not? �

Mr. MORGAN. Well, we might have made that recommendation-�a commission
might have been found to make that recommendation. &#39;

Senator BORAH. I am not assuming you did it. I am now testing the question of
your power as you viewed it. �

Mr�. Mono-AN. Yes, sir; as I viewedit at that time I considered it to be a law.
It is proper to say that it was contended very earnestly upon the

part of the then prosecuting attorney and other parties that the
_feeling_was such through Kanawha County that it would have been
impossible to have convened the grand jury and thereafter a trial
jury which would have impartially tried the defendant; that the
people had taken sides and that they were all partisans of either
one side or the other of those who were in con�ict in the military
zone. It was not contended that the courts were closed, but the
contention was that they �were inoperative and powerless by reason
of the prejudice and bitterness of the partisanship prevailing through-
out the county; that they neither could get the evidence nor get
the juries who would pass properly upon the evidence�.

(Mr. Avis, then prosecuting attorney, testi�edr)
I would say that nearly 20,000 people resided in the military zone, from my infor-

mation of that zone.
Senator BORAH. The balance, 60,000 or 67,000, resided outside the military zone?
Mr. Avis. Outside of the military zone; but a large number of them within the

affected region, just across the river, where the other mines were.
Senator BORAH. No part of the balance of the county was under martial law at any

time?
Mr. Avis. I think not.
Senator BORAH. Outside of the military zone, as I understand your testimony,

you believe that that which affected the enforcement of the civil law or the effectual
action of the civil authorities was due to the prejudice or feeling which arose by
reason of this contention?

Mr. Avis. Yes.  �
Senator BORAH. In other words, you desire to convey to the subcommittee the

belief that the community had taken sides either with the operators or with the
miners? .

Mr. Avis. I do. �
Senator BORAH. And that by reason of that feeling the civil authorities were unable

to hold their courts and proceed under the ordinary rules of procedure?
Mr. Avis. That is true as relates to trials. As to performing other official functions

there were other things which prevented.
Senator BORAH. Did that include the entire community, in your judgment?
Mr. Avis. Does what include the entire community?
Senator BORAH. This feeling or prejudice?
Mr. Avis. I think it did, Senator, at that time.

A There was other evidence setting forth this view of the situation.
Senator BORAH. At what time were these offenses alleged to have been committed

for which these men were tried with reference to the date of criminal law?
Col. WALLACE. Most of them had been committed in the interim between the 15th

�of October and the 15th of November, when martial law was withdrawn, and they
were foroffenses that had to do with the disturbances going on in that district. I
mean by that disorders of certain kinds that happened.

Senator BORAH. How long prior to the second declaration of martial law had these
offenses been committed, how many days? _ . I

Col. WALLACE. There had only been 30 days� interval between the withdrawal of
the first proclamation and the publishing of the second, and only from memory; my
idea is, would be anywhere from 10 to 15 or 20 days. _ � �I
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Senator l3oRAH. Now, at the time they committed these offenses or alleged offense
and were charged with committing these offenses there was no martial law? v .

�Col. WALLACE. No, sir.
* * _ * 96 96 * -)6

Col. WALLACE. Well, now, I do not know what you are getting at. * My theory of
that whole situation was that the governor had a right to declare martial law. If he »
declared martial law, then the laws of war applied, and the laws of war would �x the
punishment within the discretion of the military power.

Mr. BELCHER. Then you assumed that the constitution and civil law was suspended?
Col. WALLACE. I did; and the supreme court has sustained that assumption.
Mr. BELCHER. And you also contended that the National Constitution was sus-

pended by the act of the governor in declaring martial law? I
_ Col. WALLACE. I made no contention as to the National Constitution, as it was not
111 Issue. �

Mr. BELCHER. You did not, then, recognize that the citizensof the United States
residing in West Virginia had any constitutional rights; that is, under the Federal
Constitution? , _

Col. WALLACE. I do not understand that the Federal Constitution applies to the
citizens of West Virginia as such except in so far as the fourteenth amendment requires
the, State to give them an equal protection of its laws. �

Mr. BELCHER. Was that done in these cases?
Col. WALLACE. I understand so. That was my judgment of it, sir.
Mr. BELCHER. Is there any law in West Virginia that authorizes the trial of civilians

for criminal offenses by a military commission? &#39;
Col. WALLACE. I was under that impression. We did it and the supreme court said

We were right in the case of Mays and N antz, which are reported in the supreme court
decisions. , A A

96 96 &#39; 96 * * * 96&#39;
Mr. BELCHER. You took the position all the way through this case you have referred A

to that there was no law within the military zone other than the will of the commander
in chief? I � I

Col. WALLACE. Absolutely; and maintain that yet.
ee i as ee &#39; ee as ee &#39; ->e

Col. WALLACE. The test is, as I understand it: Is there open and operative courts?
And if it is shown that the courts are not open and operative, then it was not only the
�duty of the governor, but the right of the governor under the law, to declare martial
law, and in his action he is responsible to the people of his State or to the legislature
by way of impeachment.

-)6 * * 96 96 96 *
Mr. KNIGHT. Who took up the question?
Col._ WALLACE. Capt. Avis.
Mr. WATTS. The prosecuting attorney?
Col. WALLACE. The prosecuting attorney. And I asked him the question as to

where the offense had been committed, and he stated, as I recall, in Charleston, and
stated what the offenses were, and I said, � Do you regard that as an offense under the
law?� He said, �Yes; and I want you to try them.� I says, �Have you tried them?�
He says, �N 0; I can not get an indictment, neither can I get a conviction.� He says,
�Juries are so that I can not get it.� I said, �Have you tried?� He says, �No;
it is useless.� A short time after that a conference was had between the then gov-
ernor��but I was-_ not present at that and it would not be proper for me to say, as I
only know of it by information�and that was the understanding I got from the
sheriff and the prosecuting attorney and other persons-in this county�that by reason
of the strife and bitterness going on here that pretty nearly every man you met was
a partisan on one side or the other and the courts were closed, and that is the theory
I went upon in justifying martial law.

Attorney General LILLY. Do -you mean they were actually closed as such, or were
inoperative in the strike region? � , , . �

Col. WALLACE. N o; the courts were not closed, but were going on with their duties
in a good many ways; but myxunderstanding was that so far as matters that grew

C out of the killings and beatings and one thing and another that grew out of the strike
zone no indictments were returned and nobody was tried, and that was excused by
the local officers on_ the ground of intense feeling on one side or the other. That was
%ut in the shape of an a�idavit��~in what case was that, Mr. Belcher? I think the
_ an Chain case or the N an&#39;tz case. They �led an a�idavit of the sheriff of this county
and the. prosecuting attorney setting out those facts.

Senator BCRAH; Did�the county attorney call a grand jury?
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C01. WALLACE. N o, sir; the governor asked the local people to call a grand jury,
and put his contingent fund at their disposal. It was not called, and whatever reason "
was given I do not recall, but the general reason, as I understand it, was that it was
so that they felt they could not do it. At least they did not do it. x �

Senator BORAH. Why could they not do it? E ~
Col. WALLACE. That would be a matter I could not answer. A good many people

have different ideas and different views why they could not. It was just the differ-
ence between won�t and can�t. Whether they would not or could not I do not know.
The fact remains they did not. -

Senator BCRAH. N 0 grand jury has ever ignored any offenses, have they? ,
Col. WALLACE. My information is that they have, and the prosecuting attorney "

stated to me no longer ago than this morning that in�the case of a man named Ray
Morse, if I recollect it, who was charged of beating up Bobbett��he introduceda large
number of witnesses before the grand jury, and they declined to indict.
- Senator BCRAH. When was that?

Col. WALLACE. Bobbett was beaten up in August preceding the declaration of
martial law, and the grand jury convened in October��in the interval of martial law.

Senator BORAH. After martial law had been declared?
Col. WALLACE. The grand jury met in the interval, as I understand. ~
Senator BORAH. But no grand jury, prior to the 2d of September, had been called

upon to indict these different men for these offenses, had there?
Col. WALLACE. My understanding is there was one grand jury between that��I am

not sure of that_�and that the evidence was offered, and I think that is in the a�idavit.
But my recollection is��if it is not in the a�idavit�I was told that the Baldwin guards
went in and testi�ed as to the killing of one of their number, and instead of indicting
the person that they testi�ed against they were indicted themselves.

Senator BCRAH. Perhaps that was a true indictment. .
� Col. WALLACE. Well, they were indicted upon their evidence. I do not know
whether that is right or not. »

Mr. JACKSON. Do you recall the action of the governor telegraphin-g Judge Black,
who was out of town, to come to town and hold aspecial term of court?

Col. WALLACE. Yes, sir; I recollect that.
Mr. JACKsoN. Do you remember what happened in regard to that?
Col. WALLACE. N o ; my mind is not clear on that. I know there was a conference

on that at the statehouse, and I was not present at the time, but my impression is
when itiwas over theyvconcluded to put it overfor a more opportune time. The cam-
paign was going on and it might not have been a good thing. _

Senator BCRAH. The courts were running here, so far as the general business was
concerned, just the same as on previous occasions, were they not?

Col. WALLACE. Yes, sir.
. Senator BCRAH. The courts were not closed in any sense that they were not being

held according to the stated terms when they should be held? .
Col. WALLACE. I think not. My information is they were being; held at stated

terms and conducting the usual business outside this business up here.
hi Selnator BORAH. And petit juries and trial juries, etc., were on hand or could be onan ? &#39; � �

Col. WALLACE. I believe so; yes, sir. . . A
Senator BORAH. If they were closed, then, in your sense of the idea of being closed,

it would be from the fact that the prosecuting of�cers thought that the prejudice was
such there was no use to try to indict or convict these men? &#39; .

Col. WALLACE. I will not �make it that strong. It was because the prosecuting
of�cers had attempted in some instances to get indictments and failed, and in their
judgment further attempts were useless. I do not mean to say they did not try. »

Senator BCRAH. When did� this grand jury convene? This presents a very inter-
esting and important feature of this case.

Col. WALLACE. I am not familiar with the terms of the grand jury of = Kanawha
County; but it seems to me, if you will pardon me, there are several lawyers here who
can tell you the exact time. There is no use to say something I do not know anythingabout. � �

Senator BCRAH. All you know about the courts being closed is what these men
stated as to the ineffectiveness of their efforts to prosecute?

Col. WALLACE. And what was going on. We could see as a matter of common
knowledge what was going on in part of the county. ;

Senator BORAH. But you did not know except what they told you as to what they
had done in reference to enforcing the law? -. �=

Col. WALLACE. N o.
eee see as as as 96
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(Mr. Townsend, the present prosecuting attorney of Kanawha County, testi�ed as
follows 2)

We asked the governor for troops.
Senator BORAH.
Mr. TOWNSEND.
Senator BORAI-I.

Mr. Townsend, you are the present prosecuting attorney?
Yes. Sir.
You have had grand juries regularly at such times as you Wanted

them, or such times as they were provided for, since you have been prosecuting
attorney? 
     
     Mr. TOWNSEND.

Senator BORAH.
Mr. TOWNSEND.
Senator BORAI-I.
Mr. TOWNSEND.
Senator BORAH.

Since the 1st of January, 1913.
Three grand juries?
Four. We had a special grand jury.
You did have a special grand jury?
Yes, sir. &#39;
You presented the evidence With reference to the crime in which

I forgot that.

Bobbitt was interested?
Mr. TOWNSEND.
Senator BORAH.
Mr. TOWNSEND.
Senator BORAH.
Mr. TOWNSEND.

Creek.
Senator BORAH

Yes, Sir.
What Was this offense? _ p
The indictment Was returned for malicious wounding.
Who was Mr. Bobbitt? &#39;
Mr. Bobbitt was bookkeeper for one of the coal companies on Paint

You said that no one was able to identify the individuals who
assaulted Bobbitt but himself?

Mr. TOWNSEND.
Senator BORAH.
Mr. �TOWNSEND.
Senator BORAH.

That is all.
Nevertheless, the grand jury returned an indictment?
On his evidence; yes, Sir. _
Who were the men Who were indicted��-that is, their relationship

to this controversy���Were they miners, mine operators, militiamen, or watchmen, or
What? 
     
     Mr. TOWNSEND
mati.on. 
     
     Senator BORAH.

Mr. TOWNSEND.
Senator BORAH.

They were all miners, is my understanding.� That is my infor-

How many were indicted? ,
Five. » . _
Then, upon the testimony of Mr. Bobbitt as to identi�cation, �ve

of these miners Were indicted by this grand jury?
Mr. TOWNSEND.Yes, sir.
Senator BORAH. Can you give me the date �of that?
Mr. TOWNSEND.
Senator BORAH.
Mr. TOWNSEND.

remained in session some three or four days.

ary. 
     
     Senator BORAH.

Mr. TOWNSEND.
Senator BORAH.
Mr. TOWNSEND.
Senator BORAH.
Mr. TOWNSEND.

I do not mean Mr.
Senator BORAH.
Mr. TOWNSEND.

That the indictment Was returned?
Yes. , .
The �rst Monday in January the grand jury convened and it

It would be about the 8th or 9th of J anu-

When did you have your next grand jury?
We had a special session of the grand jury in February.
That was the time when Mr. Miller �s matter was presented.
No, sir.
When was his affair presented?
Indictment Was returned against Mr. Miller at the January term~�
Miller; I&#39;mean L. J. Michael.
Who is Mr. Michael?
Mr. Michael is a gentleman connected with the militia in some

Way. - I do not know What position he holds.�
Senator BORAH.
-Mr. TOWNSEND.

Miller, a negro.
Senator BORAH.

What Was the charge, in a general way?
He was charged with shooting and killing a man by the name of

Was there an indictment?
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Senator BCRAH. That was in 1913? &#39;
Mr. TOWNSEND. Yes, sir.
Senator BCRAH. That is all. p

96 � 96 » 96 96 96 96 96
(Gov. Glasscock, upon this subject, testi�ed as follows:)
Senator BCRAH. I doxnot know that I understand you exactly, Governor. Is it not

true that parties were arrested here in Charleston upon warrants issued from the civil
- courts, and that after being arrested by the civil authorities they were turned over to

the military authorities and tried by the military authorities?
Gov. GLAssCoCK. Not during my administration, so far as the trial was concerned.
Col. WALLACE. May I make a suggestion? What I think you are getting at is, there

Were three persons arrested in the city of Charleston. Mrs. .Iones__�I think there Were
four��Mrs. Jones, Batley, Boswell, and Paulson, by warrants issued by justice of the
peace, and they were taken to the strike zone a.nd there arrested by the military
authorities, and that was done by the civil authorities. I have in my possession the
original warrants with the return thereon. A

Senator BORAH. These parties that were taken in charge by the military authorities
later were, in the first instance, arrested by the civil authorities?

Col. WALLACE. Yes, sir; and in their custody. 9�
Senator BORAH. And then turned over to the military authorities�?
Col. WALLACE. Yes, sir. .
Senator BORAH. As a matter of fact, the civil authorities Were turning over these

parties, in some instances, to the military authorities?
Col. WALLACE. In the instances I have referred to for offenses that had been com-

mitted in the zone up there.
Senator BORAH. That seems to demonstrate that the civil authorities were capable

of �making an arrest.
Col. WALLACE. That demonstrates this: That they were arrested in the city of

Charleston. As to Whether or not they could have tried them in a court here, that is
another question.

Gov. GLAssCoCK. These people Were tried, Senator Borah, if at all, after my term.
I know nothing about the trial.

&#39; Senator BCRAH. Now, Governor, did you have any evidence before you, other than
the opinion of the judge and the opinion of the prosecuting attorney, that you could

� not get a. fair and a partial jury to try these cases?
Gov. GLAssCoCK. I did. I had the opinion of the miners up there on the one side

and the operators on the other side and the fact that, at least in my judgment, 25 or 30
murders had been committed and nothing done.

Senator BORAH. Well, that was not the fault of the grand jury that was never con-
vened, that nothing was done. ~

Gov. GLAssCoCK. That is a matter of argument, Senator. You asked me for the fact
and I am trying to give it to you. &#39;

Senator BORAH. Exactly; but I want to know why nothing was done. The grand
jury had not been convened; nobody knew whether a grand jury would indict or not
until the matter was submitted to them; therefore I infer that the matter was based
upon the opinion of the judge and prosecuting of�cer, rather than an actual attempt to
secure a grand jury a.nd an actual demonstration that it would not indict? &#39; .

Gov. GLAssC0CK. Well, you are entirely logical, Senator, in your judgment of the
case. At the same time these things had been going on not only for these months
during which this strike had taken place, but for months before that, and nothing
had been done. Now, miners were coming to me and complaining that they could
not get justice in that territory. They told me of the outrages that has been committed
upon them and nothing done. The operators, on the other hand, .were complain-
ing of things that had been done and they had no redress. And I knew that mur-
ders were being committed and no prosecutions were being had, and to my mind
that was about as convincing as anything could be that if the courts of this county
were open to these people, they were not open to any purpose, or at least the guilty
people, whoever they were, were not being prosecuted; and I want to be under-
stood here as saying that I do not believe for a minute that all these offenses were being
committed by one side at all, because if I understood the situation pitched battles
were being fought and both sides were to blame, and it was not a question of prosecut-
ing one side, it was a question of prosecuting Whoever might be guilty, regardless
of which side he was on. I

Senator BORAH. Well, Governor, the thing that the subcommittee is most inter-
ested in is the question of whether or not there was ever called into action a grand
jury which refused to indict these men or a petit jury which refused to convict these
men. Now, I do not say this as the opinion of the committee, but it would seem to
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be the assumption only of theiprosecuting attorney and the district judge that it could -
not be done unless there had been a demonstration of the fact by the calling of the juries
into action. I-

Gov. GLAssCoCK. I can see how you might arrive at that conclusion.
Senator BORAH. In view of the fact that the grand jury was not called, according to

&#39;1 your request, and the evidence was never submitted to the grand jury, we have only

I grand jury?

now the assumption that it could not be done.
Gov. CrLAssCoCK. The prosecuting attorney, however, did, Senator Borah, give me-

instances of where people had been summoned before the grand jury and no indict-
ments found prior to this trouble-�-I mean prior to this strike��-and instances where
cases had been submitted to petit juries and no convictions had.

Senator BORAH. Do you have reference now towhat was known as the Italian case,
or the case where the Italians were sought to be indicted and they indicted the men�.
who appeared against the Italians?

Gov. GLAssCoCK. No; there were still other cases than those, but prior to thattime. � I A

Senator BCRAH. Can you refer to the cases and identify them?
Gov. GLAssCoCK. I could not. \
Senator BORAH. I suppose the prosecuting attorney will be able to do that?
Gov. GLAssCoCK. I think so.

. Senator BORAH. Well, the.courts generally were operating here in this county, 1
aside from anything which might have occurred in the military zone, were they not?

Gov. GLAssCoCK. Yes.
96 * * * 96 96 -)6

(Frank C. Burdette, assistant district prosecuting attorney, testified as follows:)
Col. WALLACE. Why didn�t you believe you could get any results from a special

. Mr. BURDETTE. Owing to the expressed opinions throughout the county.
Col. WALLACE. Expressed opinions,� how; what doyou mean by that?
Mr. BURDETTE. I I was of the opinion then, and I still entertain the same opinion,

that a great majority of the people throughout this county had expressed themselves
one way� or the other. � &#39;

Col. WALLACE. Are we to understand you, that if the grand jury had been convened
at that time and the evidence submitted to it, that, in your opinion, you could not
have gotten 12 members of that grand jury who would have concurred in an indictment
against persons in this trouble up here? �

Mr. BURDETTE. I really don�t want to say that. I have my doubts about that.
Col. WALLACE. Do you believe that the civil authorities of Kanawha County, in

August, 1912, were able to take care of that situation in the Cabin Creek district?
Mr. BURDETTE. We were not. &#39; «
Senator BORAH. This �rst grand jury to which you have directed our attention was

the June term, 1912�?
Mr. BURDETTE. Yes, sir. ,
Senator BORAH. And at that time there was an indictment returned against these

guards for the killing of the Italian? .
Mr. BURDETTE. Yes, sir. \
Senator BCEAH. And the evidence before the grand jury showed, upon the part

of the guards, that they did not do the shooting?"
Mr. BURDETTE. Yes, sir.
Senator BORAH. You expected, then, the grand jury to return an indictment,

didn�t you?
Mr. BURDETTE. I did.
Senator BORAH. You drew the indictment?
Mr. BURDETTE. I did.
Senator BCRAH. And approved of the return of the indictment? _
Mr. BURDETTE. If I had not approved it, I would have nolled it, Senator?
Senator BCRAH. Then the grand jury, so far as your opinion is concerned, did per-

form what you think was its duty? ,
Mr. BURDETTE. Yes; in reference to that indictment against the guards.
Senator BCRAH. You say there were some other indictments which you felt yourself

ought to have been found? I
Mr. BURDETTE. That is, against the Italians?
Senator BCRAH. They were not found. _
Mr. BURDETTE. There were no indictments made against the Italians, and I

thought at the time that the indictments should have been made against the Italians,
and �I so reported to Capt. Avis, who was the prosecuting attorney.
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Senator BORAH. It is a familiar experience upon the part of prosecuting attorneys
that grand juries frequently �nd indictments contrary to his Views?

Mr. BURDETTE. Oh, yes.
Senator BORAH. The grand jury is sworn to do its duty under its oath?
Mr. BURDETTE. Oh, yes. . .
Senator BORAH. And its judgment must control its actions?
Mr. BURDETTE. Yes, sir.
Senator BORAH. Now, these cases were continued on account of the absence of

Dr. Anderson? . ~ �
Mr. BURDETTE. Yes, sir. I ~
Senator BORAH. The courts were open all this time, the regular sitting of� the court?"
Mr. BURDETTE. At the June term- .
Senator BORAH. And they were then open at the regular term in the fall?�-

_� Mr. BURDETTE. We had a term in October. � ,
Senator BORAH. Whatever terms you would have had, had there been no martial

law, you did have, notwithstanding there was martial law?
� Mr. BURDETTE. Yes, sir.
Senator BORAH. Your regular terms came along?
Mr. BURDETTE. Yes, sir; our regular terms Came along.
Senator BORAH. You had your regular petit juries?
Mr. BURDETTE. Yes, sir.
Senator BORAH. And your regular grand jury?
Mr. BURDETTE. Yes, sir. I beg your pardon. Just a moment�, so I can get in the

record on that. While the case against these guards was continued, owing to the
absence of Dr. Anderson, Mr. Littlepage, who represented the guards, we all agreed
that they had a legal continuance��that is, the guards��and we did not very vigorously
�ght for a trial at that term of the court, because the feeling was Very high and it was
very doubtful that the State could get a fair trial before a jury.

Senator BORAH. Speaking with reference to the special grand jury, you thought it
might not be a practical proposition to call it at that time?

Mr. BURDETTE. That is the way I felt about it, and I did not feel like burdening
the State with the additional expense. What I done was on my own responsi-
bility. I put an advertisement in the papers and I consulted the friends of the miners
and I consulted the head of the Baldwin & Felts Detective Agency and I told them
we were ready,�at any time the evidence was forthcoming, to askthe court for a special
grand jury.� I

�Senator BORAH. And if the evidence had been presented to you, satisfactory to you
as the prosecuting attorney, that there were�cases there, you would have called for a
special grand jury, would you not? V

Mr. BURDETTE. I want to say in connection with that, Senator, that the feeling
&#39; was very high in this community at that time, all over the county, even in the agri-
cultural districts, and it was very doubtful that we could have secured an indictment;
but, as I say, if we had secured the evidence, we would have made an effort.

Senator BORAH. If you had had the evidence which satis�ed you?
Mr. BURDETTE. Which satis�ed me. A
Senator BORAH. But you never did have that evidence?
Mr. BURDETTE. But I never did have that evidence.
Senator BORAI-I. Then there was no occasion for calling a special grand jury?
Mr.*BURDETTE. Why, sure. *. 7% &#39; *96 96 96 �

(S. P. Smith, sheriff of Kanawha County in 1912, testi�ed as follows:)
Senator BORAH. Was there any feeling here against the State upon the part of the�

� people? _
Mr. SMITH. No; I did not see any. ,
Senator BORAH. The feeling was against the mine operators and miners, was it not?
~Mr. SMITH. And against the guards.
Senator BORAH. There was no feeling against the State as an organization?
Mr. SMITH. No. , . &#39;

, Senator BORAH. Was there any feeling against the State o�cers here on the part
of the people throughout the county, aside from the people who were convicted in
this district? j i .

Mr. SMITH. No; I never. heard of any threats being made against any of�cial outside
of districts up there. A �

Senator BORAH. Now, these magistrates and constables in the district or zone
where this trouble was, was their sympathy with the miners or against them? a

"Mr. SMITH. I believe that Squire Eskins�s was entirely with the miners; I believe
that Crawford�s sympathy was with the operators. » I
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Senator BoRAH. How about the constables?
Mr. SMITH. I do not know about that. � , ~
Senator BORAH. Is it not tru.e that you may �le a complaint before any magistrate

in this county and have it returnable to any other magistrate in the county?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir; you can �le a complaint against one magistrate and take him

to another district and at the other end of the county. .
Senator BORAH. Then you could have �led a complaint before any of these mag-

istrates, whether they were friendly or unfriendly, and upon return being issued you
could have taken the man to another magistrate for the purpose of having the pre-
liminary examination, could you not?

Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.
Mr. MONNETT. You can �le the original in any township. Y
Mr. Avrs. My impression is that a magistrate can not sit for trial outside of his

own district.
Mr. BELCHER. The law is this, that while a justice of the peace can not go out of

his own magisterial district and hear or try cases, yet he can send the person charged
before any justice of any magisterial district in the county, there to be tried.

Senator BORAH. In other words, complaint could have been �led before a magis-
trate in the district up there which was affected, and then it could have been trans-
ferred to a magistrate in Charleston to have been heard, could it not?

Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir; it could.
Senator BORAH. As I understand, the mine owners had a man in that district Who

was in sympathy with them and the minershad a man in that district who Was in
sympathy with them.

Mr. SMITH. That is the way I looked at it.
Senator BORAH. A man being complained of before either� of them could have been

taken to a magistrate in this part of the county. " .
Mr. SMITH. I have always thought and understood that.
Senator BORAH. Now, -did you serve the warrant in the case of Mary Jones, Boswell,

Batley, and Paulson? I &#39;
Mr. SMITH. My time expired before that time. . ~

4 Senator BORAH. You were not an of�cer at that time?
, Mr. SMITH. No.
Senator BORAH. You were not o�icially connected with those arrests in any way?
Mr. SMITH. No. &#39; \
Senator BORAH. I want to ask you this question: In what respect would the declar-

ing of martial law aid in the �nding of evidence�~not, now, in keeping the peace?
I can see readily how martial law would be necessary in policing the situation and
preventing disturbances, but how would it enable anyone to �nd evidence with

� reference to a murder which had been committed?
Mr. SMITH. I do not see how it would help to �nd evidence, only in this way, that

it would give each side the protection they needed, and they would feel safe in giving
testimony that they would not give unless they were properly protected.

Senator BORAH. Then, after martial law was declared, was there any reason that
you knew of why civil o�icers should not have the same success in �nding evidence
that the representatives of a military tribunal would have? I

Mr. SMITH. I think they could �nd the same evidence. You mean while the
A martial law was on?

Senator BORAH. While the martial law was on.
Mr. SMITH. Yes. _
Senator BORAH. Martial law being declared, and the situation policed, was there

any reason that you know of why a civil o�icer like yourself could not go in there
and �nd evidence just as well as a man who would go in there representing a military
tribunal and �nd evidence? &#39;

Mr. SMITH. No; not if he is allowed to go in there. I believe he could have the
same success during martial law. .

Senator BORAH. Now, Mr. Sheriff, what was there that was impracticable about
the proposition of this evidence being gathered by whoever it was gathered by, whether
by you or by a representative of the martial law, being turned over to the prosecuting
attorney or the proper civil authorities to be utilized before a grand jury?

Mr. SMITH. Well, any man, either an o�icer or a citizen, would have the right to
turn that evidence over to the grand jury. I think an officer or ci.tizen~�I know I
would»-would feel it would be his duty to do it.

Senator BORAH. Exactly. After the situation became policed up there by �the�
presence of the martial law there was no reason why any evidence that might be in Z
existence and could befound should not be turned over to the proper civil authori-

- ties to be submitted to a proper grandjury or proper body to pass upon?
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Mr.� SMITH. N o ; I do not know any reason unless the martial law would prevent
your going in and-securing the evidence. � "

Senator BORAH. Unless it wasa legal proposition that you had no right to go there?
Mr. SMITH. Yes. �

_ Senator BORAH. So far as the practical situation is concerned, you seenothing in _
� the way of that proceeding, do you?

I : /Mr. SMITH. No. . j \ .
I But the fact is, and undisputed,ithat after the declaration of

~4 martial law no attempt was had to impanel the grand jury to test
the question of the capacity and willingness of the grand jury to act,
no civil trial was attempted, and the laws of the State providing for
grand juries and the trial of parties charged with crime were not
attempted to be put into operation. Weithinli it is not unfairto
say that upon the assumption and presumption that the civil authori�

./ties could not and would not effectually operate, no attempt was
made to test the question. In this connection it is pertinent. to call
attention to the fact that Gov. Glasscock made the following request,
on or about the 16th daygof August, in the form of a telegram to
Judge Black and also to the county attorney, Capt. S. B. Avis: if

On account of so many recent violations of law in Kanawha County and the immi-
nent danger of further disturbances, I earnestly and most respectfully request you
to convene" a special grand jury at the earliest possible date to investigate such viola-
tions and cause a trial to be had on any indictment that may be returned as speedily.
as may be consistent with justice and a fair and impartial administration of law.

But no s ecial session of thecourt and no grand jury were calledas the resulit of this request or at all. T e at e
We insert here some provisions of the State constitution of the

S f,State of West Virginia which seem necessary for a true understanding
i of the situation:   &#39;

Article 1, section 3: The provisions of the Constitution of the United States and
of this State are operative alike in a period of war� as in time of peace, and any depar-

� ture therefrom or violation thereof under the plea of necessity, or any other plea,
is subversive of good government and tends to anarchy and despotism. �

_Article 3, section 4: The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall notbe sus-
pended. No person shall be held to answer for treason, felony,� or other crime not
cogniz-able by a justice unless on presentment or indictment of a grand jury.

� Article 3, section 14: Trials of crimes and of misdemeanors, unless herein otherwise
provided, shall be by a jury of 12 men, public, withoutounreasonable delay, and in

; the county where the alleged offense was committed, unless upon petition of the
accused,� and for good cause shown, it is removed to some other county. In all such

Trials shallbe fairly and plainly informed of the character and cause of the accusa-
tion, and be confrontedwith the witnesses against him, and shall have the assistance
of counsel, and a reasonable time to prepare for his defense; and there shallbe awarded
to him compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor. * ,

Article 3, section 17: The courts of this State shall beopen, and every person, for
� an injury done to him, in his person, property, reputation, shall have remedy by

due course of law; and justice shall be administered without sale, denial, or delay.

s. Rept. 321, 63~2��~�-2



Senator Martine submitted the following report to the chairman
of the subcommittee:

o JANUARY 13, 1914.
Hon. CLAUDE A. SwANsoN, �   .

Chairman Subcommittee Committee on Ecluicatton .
and Labor Paint and Cabin Creek Ivwestigationr.

SIR: As a member of your subcommittee appointed by the Senate
to inquire into the labor disturbances existing in the Paint and
Cabin Creek sections of West Virginia, and havingbeen specially
assigned to that portion of the inquiry relating to interference with
the distribution of the United States mails, I do most respectfully,
report that in my judgment the charge was not well maintained.

While there was some delay in distributing mail owing to the
strike and general disturbed conditions existing in this district, I
found no attempt to suppress the general mail delivery to all legiti-
mate patrons .. of the respective post offices of this district. The
presence of armed guards (private), however, naturally excited"

itter feelings, and their presenceican not be too strongly condemned.
In many instances it was found that these guards loitered around the
coal company stores, which stores constituted in the same building
the office of the coal company and the post office.

Iofurther beg to report, having been assigned to that phase of the
investigation regarding the employment of immigrant labor in blocks
or on contract from foreign countries, that this, too, was found

. impossible to establish. Though the fact was plainly brought out
that labor was hired by agents of the mine owners in the great cities
of our country, that the said agents did not tell the men so hired the
whole truth of the situation at the place of destination, that in most
instances these men were unable to speak or understand our language,
the burden of testimony tended only to prove that the transportation
of these men was a serious re�ection on our boasted civilization.

God has blessed West Virginia with proli�c hand; a topography
grand to contemplate; a wealth unparalleled in coal, iron and oil���
her hills fairly groan with undeveloped resources, and all of these at
the ,very threshold of the great marts of trade and commerce of our
country. Here, above all sections, should peace, plenty, and happi-
ness reign supreme. On the contrary, your committee found disorder,
riot, bitterness,_and bloodshed in their stead.

In no spirit of malice or hatred, but with a view that the country,
through knowledge of the true conditions, may right the wrong, I
charge that the hiring of armed bodies- of men by private mine

� owners and other corporations and the use of steel armored trains,
1 machine guns, and bloodhounds on defenseless men, women, and

children is but a little way removed from barbarism. To the end of
making impossible the recurrence. of such methods I earnestly urge
the speedy passage of Senate bill No. 2741, which was introduced
by me on July 14, 1913�the �rst session of the present Congress.
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, Asked what my solution. of this and similar unhappyconiditions,
I would state: A millionaire owner of a great section of the State
of West Virginia calmly admitted on the Witness stand that so long as �
he got his per ton lease the never inquired further. Cur duty under

, � thepremises: Coal, under our civilization is a necessity. This great
  commodity can not be increased a fraction of a pound, yet our popula-
tion is multiplying by leaps and bounds each year, thereby in- .
creasingithe demands for this article. We must have warmth for
our bodies and fuel With which to cook our foods. With this con-
dition existing and, with avarice as the dominating characteristic in
man, I, at the risk of criticism byemy many friends and countrymen,
unhesitatingly say that Government ownership of the mines is

p the only hope or solution for those who may come after us.
Every instance of Government or municipal ownership and control

has resulted in lowering the rate cost to the people, bettering the
service, reducing the hours of labor for those employed and better
pay for the toiler. ,

These thoughts are not a dream of to-day but of many years of
thought and consideration. My recent investigation into condi-
tions in the Paint and Cabin Creek strike, with all the attendant if
horrors, has con�rmed my thoughts into �xed judgment. I full well
�realize the magnitude of this proposition and also the results and
blessings that would follow such action.

As to working out of the details of this step, it will require much
consideration and deliberation, which, I feel sure, may safely be left
to the Congress of the United States. , .

Respectfully submitted. E
E JAMES E. MARTINE�.



Senator Kenyon submitted the following report to the chairman
of the subcommittee: _ » C , C

In the sixth division of the resolution the committee were directed
to investigate and report whether or not �rearms, ammunition, and

0 explosives hadbeen shipped into the coal �elds with the purpose to
0 exclude the products �of such coal �elds from competitive markets in
interstate. trade; and if so, by whom, and by whom paid for. The
facts disclosed by the investigation are not su�icient for the C0111?-
mittee to report speci�cally as tothis. a Machine guns, ri�es, and
shotguns were shippedin for the purposes of the strike and appar-
ently by both sides to the controversy, but whether this has been
with a purpose to exclude the products of said coal �elds from com-
petitive markets in:interstate trade the committee is unable to say.

The committee was directed to investigate and report the causes
leading up to the conditions in the Paint Creek and Cabin Creek coal
�elds of West Virginia. Our endeavor has been to make a thorough
investigation of these causes and, while there are apparent surface
causes, the fundamental, underlying cause is, to the mind of some
members of the committee, apparent. The conditions found by the
committee as existing on Cabin and Paint Creeks�i-the employment
of mine guards andiarming them to go out to shoot and kill the
employees, the arming of employees likewise to go out and shoot
/and kill their employers��1s a condition that can not continue to
exist in a free Republic,

It is well to inquire as to the reasons for such deplorable conditions.
Many things appear on the surface which might be deemed causes, but
they are only surface indications of a deeper trouble. A reading of
the record will lead one to the belief that there were many causes for
the conditions existing. 0

Among them might be relatedthe employment of mine guards,
high prices charged the miners at company stores, mine guards acting
as deputy sheriffs, post offices located in company stores, private
roads to the schools and stores, no opportunity to purchase homes,
cemeteries upon company grounds, attempts to unionize the miners,
alien ownership of large tracts of land��in one instance 21,000 acres. E
All of these various things appearing in the testimony might be cited
as causes leading upto the conditions which the committee investi-
gated. However, it is the opinion of some of the committee that the
cause of all this trouble is deeper and more fundamental, The basic
cause is the private ownership of great public necessities, such as coal;
this coupled with human greed, incident to such ownership, has
brought about the deplorable and un:American conditions in the

_ West Virginia coal �elds under investigation.0 Bishop Donahue was asked the question as to what was the fun-
damental trouble. He, answered that the causes were deep rooted
and very obscure to a manunless he thinks, and thinks, and thinks,
and traces the roots down into their primary causes. Quoting fromthe bishop: s   0 0 r

I should say if/I were asked to put it very brie�y that it is human greed on both
I sides.
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�It is a little di�icultto realize how there can be much «human
greed on the side of a man who is supporting a family and working
day by day in the mines at ordinary living wages, but there is greed
on the part of the owners of the property, and there always will be
such greed. There are apparently a more labor troubles in mining

t properties than in any other line of business, and all of these trou-
Vbles are leading more or less to the dissipation of the coal of the

country.
If the Government should take over the (foal properties� of the

country, in some manner, of course, to be provided by law, whereby �
reasonable compensation _would be made therefor, and itself lease

. , these coal properties, maintaining a strict governmental regulation
over the same, the question of labor troubles in relation thereto
would doubtless be solved. The element of pro�t in those things

. thatshould be for the bene�t of all the people would be, to some
extent, eliminated. We do not �nd strikes among postal clerks and T
Government employees. There is no good reason why great public
utilities and public necessities such as coal~��essential to the life and

comfort of the people��should not be held by the Government for

existed in the Paint and CabinCreek coal �elds.

the use and bene�t of all the people, and the ownership of the same
should not be an instrumentality in the making of great pro�ts and
fortunes.   � c ;   , .

So that, in investigating the seventh division of the resolution,
the committee has beenled to the belief that the private ownership
of these great coal properties, with the attendant human greed, is
the underlying cause of the conditions such as the record shows

WM. S. KENYON.



Senator Shields submitted the following report to the chairman of
the subcommittee: _ _ _
_ The �fth_sect1on of Senate resolution 37, under which this report
1S made, is in these words:
8 Investigate and report to what extent the conditions existing in said coal �elds

in West Virginia have been caused by agreements and combinations entered into
contrary to the laws of the United States for the purpose of controlling the production,

it sale, and transportation of the coal of these �elds.
The investigation directed by this section concerns certain charges

made by the Paint Creek Collieries and others, coal operators in
West Virginia, that B. F. Chapman and others, coal operators, hav-
ing their mines and doing business in the States of Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, and western Pennsylvania, acting in concert for their com-
mon interest, conspired and combined with Willliam Green and others,
coal miners residing in the same States and members and �officers of
the United Mine Workers of America, an unincorporated organiza-
tion of miners in America, to restrain and monopolize interstate com-
merce in coal in the States of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, and
Michigan, and certain territory along theshores of the Great Lakes
in the United States and British America, and in the State of West
Virginia, by suppressing the importation and sale in the States �rst
named of coal mined in the State of West Virginia, to be done by
increasing the cost of mining and decreasing the production of coal
in that State, for which purpose William Green and others agreed to
organize the miners in that State, and especially those employed on
Cabin Creek and Paint Creek, and induce them to becomemembers
of the United Mine Workers of America, and that the disturbedscon-
ditions on CabinCreek and Paint Creek were the direct cause of
efforts upon the part of the said parties so combining, conspiring, and
confederating to carryitheir unlawful arrangement, agreement, and
contract into effect. L f

This unlawful arrangement and combination is charged to have
been first made in a joint conference of the coal operators, or their
representatives,� of the States of Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, and the
western district of Pennsylvania, and the coal miners of those States,
or their representatives, held in Chicago January, 1898, and renewed
and continued in biannual conferences held thereafter by the same
parties, the last one at Cleveland, Ohio, in March, 1912, shortly
previous to the beginning of the strike and disturbances on Paint
Creek and,Cabin Creek. �The �consideration of the contract moving�
to the miners being a reduction of working hours from 10 to 8 hours
a day, and an increase of 10 cents per ton for coal mined, and sub-

9 sequent increases of the same character.
The proceedings of all of 1 these conferences, except the one held

in 1898, seem to have been reported by stenographers and printed
in pamphlet form by authority of the operators and miners,
liberal excerpts from which are in evidence. There is no con-
troversy butthat the keenest competition has existed for some

time between the Coal�elds of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and western
22



~ other �States. ,
from 6,000,000 tons in 1888 to 70,000,000 in 1912, and nine�tenths of

a this output was being sold in competition with that of the four States
I above stated, notwithstanding transportation charges greatly to the

\

\
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Pennsylvania and those of West Virginia in the markets �we have
mentioned. The coal found in West Virginia is susceptible of being
mined much cheaper and is of a superior quality to that found in the

The production of coal in this State� has increased

prejudice of the West Virginia operators. The hurtful character of
I this competition to the other �elds abundantly appears in the record.
Italso appears that the coal miners in the States of Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, and western Pennsylvania have been for some years
members of the United Mine VVorkers of Anierica, and that the
organization had obtained but little foothold in the coal �elds of
West Virginia.

We think, considering the View we have taken of this question, that
it is proper to incorporate in this report some of the evidence sub-
mitted to the committee.� , « �

The coal operators of VVest Virginia allege that the unlawful agree-
ment charged to have been made is covertly contained in section 8
of the contract made between the operators and miners at Chicago,
in January, 1898, which is in these words:

That the United Mine Workers� organization, a party to this contract, do hereby
further agree to afford all possible protection to the trade and to the other partieshetreto against any unfair competition resulting from the failure to maintain scale
2&#39;3: GS; 1 -

They charge that the contract and agreement was thus vaguely
worded and not fully stated in the record in order to conceal its
�Wrongful and unlawful purposes, and that much was left tothe verbal
understanding of the parties at the time, and they rely upon state-
ments made by the operators and miners, respectively, in subsequent
joint conferences, interpreting and admitting the agreement, some 0
which we will here state.

Mr. Maurer, an Ohio operator, in a carefully prepared statement,
&#39; read in the conference held in 1910, said:

The chief evil Wasthe fact that districts which did not recognize the United Mine
Workers and had no agreement with them, produced coal much more cheaply than
these districts which sustained contractual relations with that organization. * * *
In order to correct these most harmful conditions, a joint convention of operators and
miners of western Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, at the solicitation of
the miners� officials, was called to meet in Chicago, in January, 1898. At this con-
vention an interstate joint agreement was established. * * * The granting of the
8-hour �day by the operators, after making these other numerous important I con-
cessions, was with the distinct understanding and explicit promise of the miners to
give to the operators of the four contracting States adequate protection against the
competition of unorganized �elds.
ful�ll that promise. The operators, parties to that agreement, at the time of its exe-
cution felt that it was absolutely necessary to the safety of their investments that they
be protected from the encroachments upon them by their competitors of the unor-
ganized �elds. * * * It is very evident to any candid observer that such unfair
conditions should not be imposed on the operators and miners of the unionized ter-
ritory. That the interests of operators and miners are mutual in every respect does
not admit of controversy. Each is equally concerned in rescuing this business from
its present peril. * * * . "

Finally, we ask for the ful�llment of the pledge of 1898 upon� which we made to
the miners so many important and costly concessions. Though that promise has not

8� been kept, we have continued for twelve years to make additional concessions by in-
creasing the mining price from 66 cents, agreed upon at that time, to 90 cents, and in
other respects conceding demands Without any compensating concessions upon the-

From year to year they have been called upon to�
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part of the miners, until We now �nd ourselves at the limit. of �nancial safety. The
�operators can make novfurther concession} It is now, in our view, not only to the
interests of the miners but their duty as Well to do their share to meet these conditions.

It has been set forth as the controlling reason for an increased price for mining that
the cost of living has increased during the last feW years. It is not fair, equitable, or
reasonable to believe that by making conditions in all competing districts eqr al the
districts Which are parties to this agreement Will bene�t by a larger number of days�
employment, and thus the earning capacityof the miners of our district be largely
increased .

We believe thisto be a true statement offacts, and therefore call upon you to relieve
us as Well as yourselves from the unfortunatesituation in Which We noW �nd ourselves,
due to the failure of the miners� organization» to keep the faith pledged at Chicago in1898. - �

We therefore insist that your organization place the districts, parties to this agree-
� ment, on the same relative basis as the unorganized districts With Which We are com-
-p_elled to compete. (Record, p. 1977-1978.)

Mr. Green, Who at the time �Was president of the United Mine Work-
O ers of Ohio, replied to this statement, saying:

Our friend, Mr. Maurer, in the Well-prepared statement he has submitted to this
convention, referred to an obligation he claims Was assumed by the United Mine

. Workers of America in the meeting at Chicago in 1898. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen,
We agreed that to a certain extent that Was right; but I do not believe it Was ever under-
stood that one party to this contract Was obligated exclusively to carry out that prom-
ise. I believe it Was intended to be a mutual understanding, and that both sides Would
cooperate in trying to organize West Virginia and other nonunion districts in order to
extend this business-like basis of adjusting the differences to those �elds. , 3

Let me point to the fact that the United Mine Workers of America have diligently
and agressively attempted to carry out the promise madein Chicago in 1898; that they
-have done everything in their poWer to redeem any promise they may have made to
organize West Virginia. Since 1898 our organization has at various times spent hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars trying to unionize West Virginia. Wehave also sacri-
�ced human life in the attempt to redeem that promise. In vieW.of the fact that We
have spent �hundreds of thousands of dollars and that our organizers, our members

9 Who have gone there as missionaries in an attempt to redeem that promise, have sacri-
�ced their lives and their liberties, We should be given credit for What We have done.
I Want to ask the operators how much money they have spent and What they have done
to aid us to organize West Virginia. (Record, p. 1978.) A .

Mr. Chapman, another Ohio operator, in the joint conference of
March, 1912, said:

&#39;When We met in Chicago in,1898 and reestablished the interstate movement the *
competition from nonunion �elds Was the element, gentlemen, that entered into
negotiations in the adoption of the scale that Was made there. It Was agreed to by
both sides, and the question also of the ability of the miner to earn a fair day�s Wage ,
for the labor he performed entered into it. At that time the miners Were receiving
56 cents per tonfor producing coal.. 1 made motions in that convention that increased
the day-Wage scale. s &#39;
V  It Was understood in that convention, although it Was not placed in the agreement,
that the miners of the competitive �eld of the four States Were to bring the nonunion
�elds up to the price paid for mining in those States, and unless they secured the e
adoption of an 8-hour day at the next convention the. competitive �eld Was to be
,relieved of these burdens. That Was not in the agreement.» Unfortunately, gentle-
men, the proceedings of that convention Were not published. If they Were published,
it Would be found that the presidentof the United l\-line Workers. and the gentlemen
Who aidecl and assisted him in bringing about the results there agreed that they should� .
be relieved. * * * And the question of the prices of coal and the competition

that. existed Were the sole questions that entered into the discussion there. * * *
The �State from Which the keenest competition comes has increased �its production
350 per cent, or 25 per cent annually for the 14 years; and Ohio, the State that is the
mother ofthe organization, the State Whose operators have ever been loyal to the
organization, has increased barely 10 per cent a year. That. is the record of our State,
While this one State has increased annually for 14 years, taking the average of .25 per
cent, and more than doubled the output of Ohio coal. * * * 1 And if the nonunion
�elds continue to increase as they have been doing, there Will be no coal interests
remaiiiing in Ohio. In some districts of Ohio half the miners have left and have
gone to the nonunion �elds. And more are going��more are going. ( Record, p. 1979.)

as
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Mr. John P. �White, who was then president of the United Mine
9 orkers, and present in the conference,,evidently replying for the,

at miners to the statement of Mr. Chapman, said:
We are as anxious to establish the organization in West Virginia �elds and the

9 other nonunion �elds as the gentlemen on the other side of the house are to have
us do so. But constantly holding that State up to ridicule will not help us do it. I �
believe, on the contrary, it will militate against a �nal solution of that proposition.

9 As has been pointed out times without number, West Virginia has no markets within
the State, and if it were thoroughly organized, of necessity. it 1�. ould have to �nd markets *
outside the con�nes of its own Commonwealth. Nature has tavoredthe little mountain
State with an inexhaustible vein of coal of high quality and good mining conditions, but
the operators there have been successi ul in defeating the aims andpurposes of the United
Mine Workers to a large extent, although ne one can deny that under the various
administrations of the organization every effort. has been put forth to try to break down

- the conditions that are complained of here by the other side. (Record, p. 1979.)
Mr._,Walke-r, the president of the Illinois Miners� Association, also

said: 1 , �  i � R

Our desire is that every man /who works in a mine in this country shall become a
member of our organization, and before you make. progress that will have to come. _ *

You. should be as willing, you should be as anxious as we are, if not more so, to give
at least sufficient of an increase in wages and sufficient improvement in conditions
to make the strongest incentive possible under the circumstances to induce those men
to come into our organization. And if that is done, instead of hiring guards to keep
_our organization from being establislied over there you should do what you can toget»
the organization established. (I know it will mean the giving up of a few dollars;
there is no questifon about that. ( Record, pp. 1979, 1980.)
p Mr. Maurer, of Ohio, was also in the meeting of March, 1912, and 1
and in speaking of the miners in Ohio, said:

They are the people who have to meet with us the brunt of the competition from
the nonunion States. They know it is there, and I feel they are willing, or should be
willing, to give it every consideration. * *9 * I want to repeat what I said some .
time ago in this nieeting�when West Virginia gets a foothold she never lets go. Last
year Ohio dropped back between four and �ve million tons in her production.
Western Pennsylvania dropped back in her production. Did West Virginia drop
back in her production? Did she meet this falling off in demand? If she did, gentle- �

0 men, she did it in the East; and the reports show that while she increased from four
to �ve million tons in her production, her shipments East decreased 2 per cent and

L her shipments West increased 17 per cent, showing conclusively that not the four or
�ve million tons-Ohio lost only, not what Pennsylvania lost only, but addedto that
the whole increase went into our markets. .* * * The four millions of coal that
West Virginia took from Ohio last year, means a loss of $8,000,000 to the miners.
* *9 * I say again the increase you got in Cincinnati bene�ted you none. Here
is the record. West Virginia increased her tonnage 10,000,000 tons in 1910. In 1911

,-Ohio lost 4,000,000 �tons and.West Virginia�s tonnage went up to 5,000,000; 19 per
cent of that increase went west into your markets and into ours. Now it has been
charged by-the other side of the house that we are responsible .for West Virginia�s
conditions.� * * * In 1898, when we started this movement, the competition
from aWest Virginia was 600,000 tons. * * * Let organized labor announce to
capital, �to Wall Street, if you please, �to the great railroad corporations, the operators

� of Ohio and Pennsylvania have commenced to �ght/that are independent, that are
~ not controlled by the railroads or anybody else��we are going to stand with them

shoulder to shoulder», and every time you invest a dollar in nonunion States, We are
going to help wrest it away from you. We will help through the government, we
will help our operators through our votes.� When you commence that policy you ~
will commence to make that long productive line in West Virginia that has been .
growing crumble and shrivel away. * �* * I don�t like to hear men on that side
of the house, with these conditions actually staring them in the face, with that line
indicated� growing and growing and growing�I don�t like to hear them state, �We
are ready to strike for our rights.� I want �you to say, �We are ready to strike for
our rights,� and include this side of the house. .We are doing our duty;&#39; we are �ght-"y
ing tolprevent West in Virginia increasing her tonnage, and if you treat some of your
0 erators in this �eld with the consideration they are entitled to, you might get
t oise same operators to treat you with the same consideration when youcome over
to West Virginia. A (Record, pp. 1980�1981.&#39;) � I 7
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Mr. Penna, another operatorpresent at this meeting, said:
It does not matter how much we want to reach the time when this vicious compe-

tition can be regulated, if not destroyed; that time is not here, and we are up to-day
against unbridled competition as far as we are concerned. *  * We are up against
thiscompetition; there is no use trying to get away from it. In your nonunion ��elds
your men work 10 hours a day as a minimum, and the maximum is.unmentioned��any-
where from that to 25. For 10 hours the day men get about $1.50, and if they work 12
or 14 hours a day they may get a little more. I don�t know whether they do or not.
The coal is weighed or measured, and our experience has usually been that when coal
is measured in coal cars, those cars seldom get any smaller. And you say you can not
organize those people, and their product goes into direct competition with ours. One
reason you can not organize them is because they have certain methodsto which they
resort to prevent organization. * * * And I say to you that were I an operator�
and had it in my power, I would resort to any method to- keep any trade union out of
my mines rather than submit to the galling meddlesomeness such as we have had dis--
played here on the �oor to�day on the part of Illinois. * * * It is a fear on the part
of those people of the effects of trade unionism as seen in places in this central �com-
petitive �eld that prevents your union getting a foothold in those nonunion districts-
* I * * They are afraid of it, and properly so. * * * Organize those Virginians ,
and organize the Kentuckians, organize central Pennsylvania, and then move uptogetherj Level up and then move, but don�t keep moving the highest. (Record,
p. 1981. . "

Mr. McDonald, the secretary and treasurer of the Illinois United
Mine VVorkers, said:

We have had thousands ofmen to go to the penitentiary for trying to establish our
. organization in West Virginia and other nonunion �elds, and not only have they gone

to the penitentiary, but they have been beaten up and slaughtered * * *. The
most unfortunate of the matter is that some of the concerns who have fought us
hardest there will come across the border line and shake hands with _us in Ohio and
Indiana and Illinois. If you are really sincere in your fear of the competition from
\West Virginia, I think you could join hands with us in two ways. You might �rst
induce those in this movement to withdraw their opposition down there and help us"
do something with the political powers that prevent us from going there. I don�t

�know of one instance on record where that has been done by one coal company or
operators� association north of the Ohio River * * *. So far as the competition
of West Virginia is concerned, you people have about as much chance and could help
about as much to eliminate that competition as we can if you would say to the con-
cerns that in the interstate movement that they will either do business all over the
countryor they will not do business at all. If you would use your in�uence with those
politicians in West Virginia who have joined hands with the corporations to drive our
men out of there and beat them up, it might be of some help. In fact, I am inclined

\ to believe it is a handy weapon for you to have every time we meet to be able to point
out to West Virginia. There is no question that there are men sitting here who are
doing business in West Virginia. It looks as though it is a mighty handy proposition
to have I * * *. We have had men go to jail. We expect that more of us will go
to jail. The penitentiary does have no terrors for us, as far as that is concerned._
And if putting two or three hundred of our men in jail will organize West Virginia, we
will send two or three hundred down. The chances are that we will have to get busy

� with that situation shortly._ (Rec, p. 1982, 2032.)
Mr. Maurer, of Ohio, in the conference of 1912, further said:
VVhen you go back over 10 years and see the vast inroads of West Virginia in the

markets which belong to you and to us, because of our geographical position, can
you tell us how we are going to prevent it on this side? We can not say to the operators
of West Virginia, �Get more for your coal,� because they are forcing their coal into

,. our markets, and every ton of our coal that is �displaced is displaced by a ton of West
Virginia coal. West Virginia is growing, and in order to grow she must drive you and
.me out of business or she can grow no more. And the same is true of Kentucky.
There is only so much demand for coal, and while year after year the great demand
is increasing and the product is increasing, yet West Virginia and Kentucky are
growing and growing anddoubling their output, while we are barely crawling along,
and we are getting no bene�t from �thatincrease and never can get any bene�t from
it until we stop this competition. � I j _ _

There may be competition among ourselves and there is bound to be competitlon
as long as our markets are being taken from us day after day and day after day by the
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1 product of these nonunion States, and the operators are absolutely and unconditionally
elpless. �If we get any relief it must be the relief that we can work out between us,

and you W111 unionize West Virginia when you put them down to the point where they"
W111 have to become union men. You will never unionize them as long as you increase»
your wages and as long as you are willing to work 100 days a year and let them work" ,

*300 days a year. * *
No; you can never unionize West Virginia on that basis, because they do not want.

to be unionized. You have got to meet that situation. You can not get away from
It. The markets on the Great Lakes are being taken day after day by the product of
(West Virginia. Why, men in eastern Ohio owning docks on Lake Michigan have not �
been able to put a pound of coal on -them this year. VVhy? Because West Virginia.
coal has been put on the docks in Lake Michigan at $1.70 and $1.80 f. 0.. b. You can.
not meet that condition; the operators can &#39;not meet that condition. The only way
it can be met is by joint action between the employer and employee to protect their
industry. It is your business and our business. * * *

If there is any virtue in the joint movement at all, it should be, �Thisis our busi-
ness and we are going to work together, tryingto benefit and help both sides.� This
should be a partnership; if you please, a little copartnership. (Record, pp. 1983-1984.)

Mr. Lewis for the miners said:

The argument made against the advance on account of competition from West Vir-
ginia is not a new one. The burden of the responsibility for failure to organize West
Virginia and Kentucky is placed upon us by the operators. . I make the broad state-
ment that the operators are just as much responsible for the conditions that exist in
West Virginia and Kentucky as the miners� are, _ .

The operators of West Virginia are impressed with the idea that the purpose of their
movement is to organize the miners of West Virginia to keep the operators out of the
market or to readjust the freight rate differential in order to makeit impossible for them
to get into the market.� That is the one side. The other side of the proposition is that
our own people��and when I say our own people I mean the miners��insist that we.
must organize West Virginia in order to protect the central competitive field. * * *�
And you �x in the minds of the nonunion operators that the entire purpose of "this
interstate movement is to monopolize the business north of the Ohio River and keep-
the fellows on the south side down there where they belong. (Record, p. 1985.)

It also is developed in the record that the members of the joint con-�
ferences were fully aware of the laws of the several States,/and of the

sUnited States, prohibiting combinations in restraint of interstate
I   commerce, and earnestly desired to have them repealed or amended

so as to exclude from their application such combinations as they
desired to make. In the conference of March, 1912, Mr. Lewis, in,
discussing these matters, said: .

We talk about our inability to organize in order to get a fair price for fuel. There
isn�t any law in this country that compels an operator to give his coal away or to sell
it at any other figure than he wants to sell it. That is. a fundamental principle of�

-  law, that you are not compelled to give your property away. There isn�t any law .
in this country that will compel the miners to work unless they want to work, and there
isn�t any"man in public life who will assume to say that either of us will have to do.

_ other than I have stated.

. sympathy��-which is very good in its place
If we as miners and operators, instead of spending so much of our time expressing

and granting relief, would jointly charge�-
the representatives of the Government, State and National, who were responsible for
the enactment of the Sherman antitrust .law and every State anticonspiracy� law in:

� this country with being responsible for the loss of the lives of men in the coal mines,
We would be doing a great deal better work for this industry. (Record, pp. 2147-2148.)�:

M1�. Maurer said :

I I agree with Mr. Lewis that some steps m.ust be taken, and preferably from your side
of the house, to get these obnoxious laws off our statute books. They are doing;
nobody any good, and they are preventing every man in our kind of�business��pro--
ducing natural resources�from doing a legitimate business. If I, as an Ohio oper--
ator, went before the OhioLegislature and attempted to have an amendment made to»
the Valentine law to protect us, the Scripps�McRae papers would paint me so black
that my intimate friends would not recognize the picture.
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If your side of the house, with the power of the ballot back of you,.wil1 go before�
the Ohio Legislature and tell" them frankly, as I am telling you, that the Valentine
law is preventing our operators from getting out the coal, that it is preventing the
�industry from making the money it should make; that it is preventing the operators
from building their mines in such a way as to protect life, that law will be repealed.
It is in your power. The same applies to the Sherman antitrust law. (Record, pp.
2148-2149.) I R I .

*Mr. Lewis further stated:

I believe we have a very important matter before us in the committee, and I believe
such a commission ought to be created. I believe we ought to give reasons for creating a
such a committee. Have I the consentof.» the chair to offeringsuch a motion? If so,
I desire to offer, as brie�y as I can, a preamble and a resolution as a substitute for Mr.
Penna�s motion: c .
�Whereas it is recognized that there is a useless waste of our fuel resources in the de-

velopment of the mining industry and an unnecessary lossbf life; and
�Whereas the useless waste of fuel and the reckless loss of life is due to the competition

in the industry that prevents any form of an agreement in establishing the selling
price of fuel; .

�Resolved, That it is the sense of this joint conference that a committee of operators�
rand miners� representatives of an equal number from the States here represented,
together with the international officers of the United Mine Workers, should be created
for the purpose of using their in�uence to amend or have repealed such sections of the
Sherman antitrust law and the antitrust or conspiracy laws of the different States as
prohibit mine owners from arranging a fair selling price of fuel, or that would prohibit
miners and operators from arranging wage contracts.� (Record, p. 2150.) .
I The matter, however, upon motion of Mr. McDonald of Illinois, was

left to a standing committee. Mr. McDonald, in making his motion; -
said: c   - R

I am not going to oppose the Views expressed by Mr. Penna; but I think in the
interim between thisimeeting and the time the vote is announced, if the committee is
�called to sign the "agreement in the event of its [adoption we will be prepared to go into
the matter fully. We can be prepared not only togo into the question of the Sherman
antitrust law, but the question of competition from nonunion �elds. I believe this
joint conference should give power to that committee to start the machinery along all

" these lines of bettering the coal industry, including legislative matters and all others
that are of interest to the industry. I have no desire to antagonize the motion or
oppose it; I simply want to point out a way to handle it at as early a day as we can
�prepare ourselves to do so. (Record, pp. 2150, 2151.) I

The coal operators of West Virginia in further proof of their charge
-of an unlawful conspiracy and combination against them submitted
proof to; the committee tending to show that the miners in the dis-
tricts where the disturbances existed were better treated, housed,
and paid than those in the States of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and
Western Pennsylvania and other districts that had been unionized
(we omitted to state that the miners on Paint Creek had for several
years previousto 1912 been in part unionized), and were generally \
satisfied with conditions as they existed. previous to the timethe
-strikewas declared and efforts made to bring them into the union,
in April, 1912, and therefore these efforts were not for the bene�t of
the miners, but in furtherance of the alleged conspiracy and agree-
ment made in the joint conferences of the miners and operators of
the other States. &#39;

(Bishop P. J. Donahue, of the Catholic diocese of West Virginia,
Capt. S. L. Walker, of the»State militia, and Hon. F. 0. Blue, State
tax commissioner, were appointed by Gov. W. E. Glascock of West
Virginia,in 1912, to investigate and report uponconditions concern-
ing� the mines and miners and the (lifferences �between them in the
State. This committee made a personal inspection of all the dis-
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1� triets where the trouble existed, examined a large number of wit-
��esses offered by the operators and the miners, and made theirreport
to the governor, liberal excerpts from which are in the record. We
will make some

Inquiry�: 
     
     Condition of the miners: To this inquiry we have devoted special attention within
the limits of the time and opportunityat our disposal, and after careful personal�

quotations from this report pertinent to the present

0 investigation, supplemented by a great body of formal sworn testimony sifted and
. tested by severe and exhaustive cross�examination, this commission has arrived at

the unanimous conclusion that the general surroundings of the miners on Paint Creek
a and Cabin Creek, respectively, are very good when compared with those of the miners

I places. 
     
     And as to wages: A. careful examination of the evidence adduced leads us to the

r - at the head of the list.
� are very substantially affected by several causes, among which comes first the un-

of the few unionized plants on the right bank of the Kanawha and with those of the
miners throughout the State and Nation. We havegone into their houses and care-
fully examined them. They are above the average of miner�s homes in most

96 * 96,

following conclusions: 1 I
(1) The average annual wage of miners in West Virginia for the years 19054911,

inclusive, is $554.26., . I V 0
(2) The average annual wage of miners on Paint Creek and Cabin Creek is from

$600to $700. a �
. (3) The average wage on Paint Creek and Cabin Creek (nonunion) is fully equal to
if not greater than that of the miners in the very limited number of unionized plants

in the State on the opposite bank of the Kanawha River.
These �gures may appear small and inadequate, but slender as they are they exceed

the average wage obtained in Illinois, a unionized State, which is but $510.86 a year.
We have been unable to secure any official �gures as to the average annual wage in
the unionized States of Indiana, Western Pennsylvania, and Ohio, but we are informed
by experts, andewe believe that the average wage in the two States first mentioned
probably falls a little below that prevailing in Illinois, while the annual wage in

0 V� Ohio, owing to local mining conditions, falls a little below those of western Pennsyl-
This classi�cation, in the order of the rewards of labor, puts West Virginia

If we inquire into these �gures more closely we will �nd they
vania.

willingness of a large number of the miners to work more than four days a week at the
most. A minute examination of the pay rolls discloses the fact that 16 or 17 days in
the month constitute a high average and that many engaged in the mines decline
to labor more than 12 or 14 days. This is particularly true of some of the native-.
born miners and many colored men, and results in the necessity of keeping 20 or 30
per cent more miners in~a given operation than would be required if steadyappli-I
"cation to work were the rule. At several of the mines in the districts under inves-
tigation we found men wholly illiterate and without any special knowledge or skill
other than that acquired by their daily experience, earning four to �veand in some

"cases even six dollars a day of eight or nine hours; men with savings bank accounts of
i one or two thousand dollars, and others who had purchased out of their savings small

0 force� of theadage, �In union there is strength,� do so organize.
themselves form associations. _
I lawful combinations?� �The operators cannot and do not resist this right as a general

�1

f the union in the whole chain of plants along said creeks.

farmsor other properties adjacent to the mines. * * *
And as to the main causes of the trouble: . .
This arises, in our judgment, from theefforts of the United Mine Workers to organize

Their desire is to make the
present, strike region the place for the insertion of the thin edge of the wedge of union-�
ism, with the ultimate aim of organizing the whole State. The frank declaration on
�oath of Mr. Thomas Cairns, local president of district No. 17, would appear to put this
intention beyond the region of doubt. The United Mine W orkers,� Association con-
tends that this is essential to the well-being of the 76,000 or more miners of West

,-Virginia; that by this means and this alone can their lot be improved, their rights
safeguarded, and the standard of living so raised as to bring it up to a level be�tting
a citizen, however lowly, of this Republic. All classes of people, recognizing� the

L &#39; Even the operators
�Why, � say the toilers, �should we also not unite in

proposition, but their claim is that/the peculiar industrial conditions in West Virginia
would render it ruinous and therefore impossible for them to recognize the union.
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to the market through the competing territories of Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indianafand
Illinois, known as the four competitive States; that the operators of said States have
always on the �oors of joint miners� and mine owners� conventions shown �erce and
undisguised hostility to this State, endeavoring in every way to crowd her out of the
market and going the length� of stating by the mouth of one of Pennsylvania�s leading
operatorsthat the opening of mines here at all was �an economic blunder.�- Resort
has even been had to the Interstate Commerce Commission, resulting in reduction of
rates to the material advantage of the competitors of West Virginia operators in freight
differentials. It has been claimed, too, and with some appearance of probability, .
that the operators of the said four competitive States are hand and glove with the
United Mine Workers in their attempts to unionize West Virginia, so that the repre-
sentatives of the coal interests in this State must go with their relatively small repre-
sentation into conventions to regulate conditions and prices and would come home
having rates imposed upon them which, ta_king into consideration the heavy differen-
tials in railroad hauls, would practically put them out of business and close every mine
in the State. They decline, they say, to be wipedout in such. fashion; they claim the
righ-t to settle their own affairs within the borders of their own state. / Even if they.
come to terms with the district authorities ofthe United Mine Workers here in West

, Virginia, those terms may not be approved at the headquarters in Indianapolis, and
all the labored attempts at amicable adjustment may fall through.

Further, they claim that the few unionized mines in West Virginia do not and can
not obtain anything like an adequate return on the capital invested. And so, to
probe this deplorable situation down to the bedrock of facts, and geographical posi-
tion of West Virginia is largely responsible for all this industrial strife. Our retarded
manufacturing development is also a contributing cause. The consumption of coal
within our borders, as elsewhere noted herein, particularly by manufactories, is
almost negligible. No State in the Union has more inviting natural resources nor
offers greater inducements to manufacturing enterprise than West Virginia-great
areas of superior coal for steam and coke, splendid timber of many species, almost inex-
haustible supply of natural gas, and unlimited water power awaiting to be utilized in
the arts of industry. It is impossible not to recognize the merit of and to sympathize
with many of the contentions on both sides of this unhappy quarrel. Most assuredly
each party believes unreservedly in the justice of its claim: It is in the attempted
enforcements of them that each. has passed the limits of justice, to say nothing of
Christian charity and broad humanity. Two facts loom big over the smaller one devel-
oped in this bulk of testimony��-the desperate efforts and often unwarranted and
unlawful acts of the United Miners to force the union into the disturbed districts and
the equally desperate, unwarranted, and unlawful acts of the operators and their &#39;
agents to keep the union out. Thus, for months before the actual break, union
agitators, many of them strangers, attempted to invade Paint Creek and Cabin Creek
to persuade the miners to join the union. They called meetings of the workers and
described to them the hardships and injustice of their lot and the oppression under
which they suffered. The wildest theories concerning the rights of property and the

� means of production were propounded and advocated, and doctrines closely verging
upon anarchy were upheld with such effect that men who before were living peaceably
and in comparative prosperity purchased Winchesters, revolvers, blackjacks, and
other murderous weapons to shoot down the coal �barons� and their myrmidons.
Mild-eyed men, 75 per cent of them with unusually cool Anglo-Saxon blood in their
veins and with instincts leading to law and order inherited down through the centuries,
gradually saw red, and with minds bent on havoc and slaughter marched from union
districts across the river like Hugheston, Cannelton, and Boomer, patrolled the woods
overhanging the creek bed and the mining plants, �nally massing on the ridges at
the headwaters and arranging a march to sweep down Cabin Creek and destroy every-
thing before them to the junction. �

Meanwhile the operators hurried in over a hundred guards heavily armed, purchased
several deadly machine guns and many thousand rounds of ammunition. Several
murders were perpetrated, and all who could got away; men, women, and children
�ed in terror and many hid in cellars and caves. If ever there was a case for some
strongmeasure like martial law the conditions prevailing on Monday, September 2,
1912, the eve of the proclamation, presented it; In fact, in the opinion of expert wit-
nesses on the scene, martial law, and martial law alone, was theonly measure to meet
the desperate situation. We believe, partly on the evidence adduced and in part_
from personal knowledge of_ two members of the commission whowere on the ground,
one in active military service, that but for such proclamation taking effect on Tues-

I day, September 3, at daylight, there would have been great destruction� of property .
and loss of life in the strike zone. The enormous quantities of Winchesters, "revolvers,
and other weapons �up to machine guns captured from each side and brought to camp
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at Paint Creek Junction also bore mute but eloquent witness of the height to which
the passions ofthe opposing forces had mounted.

Now, these propositions, trite and fundamental as they are, will assist us to appor- I
�tion the blame for the strike and the subsequentxdisoi-ders oniPaint Creek and Cabin
Creek and the close neighborhood: I

&#39; First. Every man has a right to quit his employment and seek other work for any
grievance he has or injustice which he may conceive to have been done him�; but

Second. He has absolutely no right to obstruct, molest, threaten, or otherwise pre-
* vent another man from taking the position he has of his own accord abandoned. Organ-

ized society and natural law can never yield one jot or tittle on that head. To do so
Would be to acquiesce in therégime of brute force�a veritable reign of terror.

Third. Labor has the right to organize for its bene�t, protection, increase of wages,
and better living conditions, and to have recognition of such organization; but .

Fourth. Its organization has no right to coerce by threats or violence anyone to
become af�liated with it when he does not desire to do so, nor to assault or put in
bodily fear one who desires to labor without belonging to it, nor to destroy property
of the employer who does �not desire to contract with it, nor to violate its contract with
its employer without cause. ,

There is abundant evidence before us that a reign of terror was attempted to be
organized in the strike district and outside of it. It is true that the officers of the
United Mine Workers professed to counsel moderation and a strict observance of law
and order on various occasions, but there is testimony tending strongly to show that
harangues delivered in public, and of which stenographic reports have been submitted
as exhibits, incited the miners to violence and in some cases to murder. These
harangues were in some instances delivered in the presence of officers of the United
Mine Workers� association and from platforms upon which they stood and from which
they, too, spoke; but the murderous and anarchistic utterances referred to were never
disclaimed or disapproved by them either at the time or subsequent to their delivery.
Furthermore, there is some evidence tending to show that o�icers stood by without
interfering or protesting while nonunion men were brutally beaten. Again, the
warning to other miners from outside not to come into the strike region, published
for many weeks in their local organ and also �led as an exhibit and amounting, in effect,
to a gravethreat, throws a strong light on the actual situation. We fear that the net
result of the action and utterances of those acting and speaking under the apparent
sanction of the o�cers of the United Mine Workers was to foment bitter feelings and
to incite to serious breaches ofthe peace. In all this, even granting that they were
not acting against any express law set down in the statute books, yet they were acting
against the fundamental principles of right and justice. (Record, pp. 2158-2161.)

These are all the excerpts of the report that are printed in the rec-
ord, but we have seen and read the report and think it fair here to
state that the committee did not �nd the Operators free from fault,
but, on the contrary, reported complaints of the miners for alleged
overcharges in the company stores, maintaining a system of docking

, and blacklisting, and especially for employing after the disturbances
began about 100 mine guards, generally lawless and desperate men,
imported for the purpose, who, in maintaining order and protecting.
the property of their employers, committed numerous outrages.
They, however, state that there was con�icting evidence upon these
matters, but it is evident from other proof in the record that some of
the complaints were well founded. We regret that this entire report

. was not placed in evidence, as it is evidently carefully prepared and
the result of a very painstaking investigation by the committee, cov-
ering a period of two months, who were earnestly seeking for the
truth. _ »     I   ~

Bishop Donohue also testi�ed before the subcommittee and we
quote from his evidence:

�Mr. KNIGHT. You found sanitation up those creeks satisfactory?
Bishop DONOHUE. Well, of course, Mr. Knight, I am not an expert on sanitation,

but I argue from the effect of the cause. We inquired very carefully if there were any
epidemics up there, and I was surprised to �nd the utter absence of any epidemic
Worthyof that name within 10 or 12 years next preceding the time___of our investigation.
I thinkthere are very few communities that could be said of. "

I
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Mr.» KNIGHT. How did the children look? . N S     f
 Bishop DONOHUE. Strong and robust, well fed and well clothed, as we say in thisreport. &#39; � I � i

.. &#39;Mr. KNIGHT. Now, I believe you found in your report that the fundamental and
real cause of that strike. was the attempt of the United Mine Workers of America to
organize those districts? &#39; _ /

Bishop DONOHUE. Yes. Well, that was from merely what I call a natural and
secular point of view. I have been trying to give what I may call theereligious and

� supernatural fundamental cause, deeper down than that, but that is the cause.
a Mr. KNIGHT. But from the secular point of View the actual cause was the attempt.
of the United Mine Workers of �America to organize that district?

Bishop DoNoHUE. Yes; I think that is so, I
, Mr. KNIGHT. �The men , working in the district before the strike came on were

. entirely satis�ed with their conditions, were they not?
. Bishop DoNoHUE. Well, I think that could be stated as a general proposition.
&#39; Mr. KNIGHT. And, as a matter offact, in going about over-the State and examining

these other districts, did you not �nd that the miners on Cabin Creek and Paint Creek
had larger average earnings per annum than the miners of any other district in the
State and a larger earning capacity per day? t I I �

Bishop DONOHUE. Well, our examination of the other portions of the State was not
. sufficiently exhaustive to draw that conclusion; but that is my own Impression.

Mr, KNIGHT. Did you not report there that the average annual wage of the miner
"11 West Virginia from 1905 to 1911 was $554.26, and the average annual wage of th
miner on Paint Creek was from $600 to $700?

Bishop DoNoHUE. Yes; whatever is set down in �gures here I wish� to stand by,
b"ecause&#39;they were not the result of haphazard observation, but we went into the
statistics very thoroughly and whatever is stated here is the best we could bring to
bear upon the solution ofthis question. I know we arrived at the conclusion that the

«

iwages of the West Virginia miner were away ahead of the wages of the unionized
miner in Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, and western Pennsylvania. * * * (Record,
17124713.) . T � _ . �

Mr�. KNIGHT. As a matter of fact, did you come to the conclusion from your investi-
gation on the ground and the evidence before your commission that the main part
of the trouble makers and the gunmen who came into those creeks came from the
unionized districts outside of those creeks? �

Bishop DoNoHUE. I&#39;~think if there was one thing established more clearly and
explicitly than another, that was the fact. * * *�. (Record, p. 1715.) -

Mr. MONNETT. They ask one question in the redirect examination which I wish
to f_ollow up. You say the wages of the nonunion men, so far as you have madean
examination,were in every instance higher than the union_mines or union States?

Bishop DONOHUE. .1 suppose the best answer to that question is to read from the ._
report. - , . � .

;Mr. MoNNETT.�Just put that in the record, will you?
�Mr. BORAH. That is already all in the record. _
Mr. MQNNETT. In making thatinvestigation, then, you did not �nd that it was I

a �question of dissatisfaction on account of operators .in other States combining with
;the unions in other States to raise the wages in West Virginia? You did not �nd
that?
Bishop DoNoHUE. Most emphatically we did. We found thatas one of the causes,

the unions and the operators in the competitive States back of them pushing them
into this effort to introduce the union into the State and to make Paint and Cabin
Creeks the thin edge of the wedge to get in.
_Mr. MONNETT. 5 They paid higher wages than they did in other places�?
Bishop DoNoHUE.. Yes; and great concessions of all kinds.,Mr. MONNETT. That is, they pay higher wages for the same condition of labor than 7

they do in Iowa and Illinois. �Did you �nd that fact? . H
Bishop DONOHUE. .We/found what I have here onpage 5 of the report. &#39;
_Mr.._MON.NETTi On� what did you base that as to other States? � � , .
� Bishop DONOHUE. We hunted statistics and got� reports of miners and books of all

I kinds�and annual State reports.

Hon. William. E.� Glasscock,:who wasvigovernor of West Virginia
L duringjthe year 1912, was also examined bythe subcommittee, and
testi�edof the cause of the disturbances. We quote from his evi-
dence:    i   M N

Senator BoRiiH. Then it seemed to be -that «-the mine. guards were the disturbing
element around which this trouble arose?
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-Gov. GLAsseocK. That was my impression, Senator; yes, sir.Col. ,WALLACE. I will ask you at this point to say whether or not Senator:
gomery, who appears here as counsel, made any public expression at that time «as-;to__j
the declaration of martial law, particularly with reference to a speech inthe h0u_seiof,
delegates up here?

�*..

_ Gov. GLASSCOCK. Yes, sir; I remember� Senator Montgomery said, in effect, that
� the miners were in favor of martial law or did not oppose martial law, but the :opera-

« . tors did, and that the miners had agreed to the propositionsl had made to .compre:=
_ mise or arbitrate the trouble and the operators had refused to arbitrate.  .

Senator BORAH. The. th&#39;ngs wh&#39;ch the mine. guards were doing were the; things
whichlwere creating the disturbance up there, as you understood it?
I Gov. GLAssoooK. Yes, sir., Senator BORAH. And it was to get rid of the trouble and oppression whichthey»;

were causing that the miners asked you to step in with martial law?
Gov. GLASSCOCK. Yes, sir; I think that was�-I understood it at the time that that

was why they were anxious for martial law, and that that was _the real trouble. V The
question of wages and these other questions that have been since injected into; th.-is,�
trouble were not raised at that time, with me at least.Senator BORAH. What were these mine guards doing that caused this trouble  .�
disturbance; what were their acts of which you were informed; what did these miners

say-? 
     
     Gov. GrLAssooCK. Well, they complained that their men were being beaten, that
they Were compelled to leave the territory; and, in other words, they compelled.them to do whatever the guards wanted them to do; and all of this, I think, is very .
fully set out in the report of the mining investigating committee that I appointe,
and more in detail than I could possibly give it in this evidence.

Senator BORAH. But the reign of terror to which you referred a few moments ago, .
prior to the time you declared martial law, seems to have been initiated by the mine,
guards?"Gov. GLASSCOCK. No; I could not say� that. I don�t think that would be a, fair:
statement. It was contended by the miners that that was so. On the other l1aIId,4
the mine guards were complaining that these miners were continually sh.ootiI1g_inte
them; that they had to protect themselves against the miners.
a Senator BORAI-I. There was no complaint as to wages?
Gov. GLA_sscocK. Well, if there was, Senator, it was secondary. I was not paying: _

any attention and do not remember as to that.
\SenatorIBoRAH. Was there no complaint as to hours per day? �
Gov. GLASSCOCK. N 0; nothing said to me about it.
Senator BORAH. No complaint of any kind upon the part of the miners except of;

the annoyance and disturbance created by the mine guards?
. . Gov. GLASSCOCK. The whole thing centered around the mine guards. These things?-=
might have been mentioned, to be fair, incidentally, but they were not broughtup.
to me, so far as that is concerned. The thing they were after me about was to get rid
of those mine guards. .

Senator KENYON.  were those mine guards put in there, do you �know,_
Governor?Gov. GLAsscooK. The operators said that they �had them there under their legal "
rights to protect their property.

Senator KENYON. There were large numbers of them put in at one time or in close
proximity?I � Gov. GLAsseocK. My information is that at the beginning of this there were only?
a few, but as the trouble arose they kept sending in others, and that �nally there were .
a greatnumber there; but there were only a few there, prob-ably four or �ve at Cabin

S Creek, may be not so many as that, and on Paint Creek an equal number. _ . .
Senator KENYON. You say as the trouble arose. Going back to that step, what was ,

the trouble? .
Gov. GLAsscooK. The shootings and battles.
Senator KENYON. But what. was behind that; what caused that? That is nott-he

usual way business has been done up there for many years, was it? I  .
I Gov. GLAss0o0K. Yes; the trouble commenced after these operators .on Paint �

Creek who had theretofore employed union labor and had a contract with the United?
Mine Workers declined to enter into a new agreement with them.

Senator KENYON. That is what I~wanted to get at. Was that the commencement
of the trouble? _Gov. GLASSCOCK. Yes, sir; there was no complaint, so far as I know, prior to,tl1:�at?�4 .»
time. Now, after that I could not tell which side-was to blame; but there�\ve�re&#39;-�

S. Rept. 321, 63-29--3
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. shootings-after that time, after these people who had theretofore employed union
labor, as I say, had refused to recontract with these people; then the troubles began
toiarise between the guards, on one side, and the miners, on the other.

- L S&#39;e&#39;,nator KENYON. Were the guards brought in in these large numbers immediately
2 -after this failure to agree on a scale?

» �Gov.� GLASSCOCK. No; not immediately after.
"Senator BOBAH; Do you believe if the mine operators had withdrawn their mine

guards-and permitted you to send your own police upthere, this matter could have
een controlled in the beginning? � � �
&#39;� Gov. GLASSCOCK. Well, I thought so at the time, Senator Borah; but from devel-

opments since that time I am not so sure about that. " � &#39;
Mr. KNIGHT. There was never any objection on the part of the mine owners to�

permit you to police the territory, was there?
2 Gov. GLASSCOC-K. None whatever. (Rec., pp. 373-374.)
j The coal operators also submitted� evidence tending to show that
the miners purchased lar e quantities of �rearms after the strike was
was declared; and Gov. G asscock testi�es that when he declared mar-
tial law in the disturbed districts, after the strike had progressed for
several months, in an effort to disarm the guards and miners, he took

from them 6 machine guns, 1,800 long�range army guns, 450 revolv-
I ers, and 175,000 rounds of ammunition, and that the machine guns
, belonged to the guards and their employers.

I There is also evidence that agitators and miners were imported
from other States and other districts of West Virginia to aid in
creating the disturbances onPaint Creek and Cabin Creek, who were
very prominent in making incendiary speeches to the miners and
assisting them in many acts of violence and lawlessness, tending to

show that the threat of Mr. McDonald, the secretary and treasurer
  of the Illinois United Mine Workers, made in the Cleveland confer-
I ence in 1912, to send two or three hundred men into VVest Virginia
for the purpose of organizing it, was carried into effect.

There is also evidence in the record tending to show that the coal
operators of Western Pennsylvania, and those of the three States
acting in concert with it, made efforts to have the West Virginia,
operators discriminated against in freight rates on coal to the com,
petitive territory, and thus exclude them from that market.
~ -The evidence seems fully to establish the contention of West

I Virginia operators, that on account of their greater distance from the
  competitive market, and therefore the greater cost of transportation,

their profit on coal sold in the territory of the Great Lakes is very
small, and that a very slight increase in the cost of production result-
ing from the organization of the miners, or other cause, will exclude
them from that market, and give the operators-from Western Penn-
sylvania, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois a complete monopoly of it.

There is other evidence in the record along the lines from which
We have quoted, but we think we have herein set forth the material
evidence relied upon to sustain the charges of the West Virginia
operators.

The coal operators and miners who are charged to have made in
their joint conferences the statements herein quoted did not appear
and_�testify before the subcommittee, and the statements are not

, denied or explained in the record. However, since the close of the
evidence by the subcommittee certain coal operators in western

V Pennsylvania and Ohio have �led unsworn statements controverting
  and denying the charge that theyconspired orscombined with mem-
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_ bers of the United Mine Workers of America, as charged by thecoal
operators, of West Virginia. d   ~ =   a

Mr. John P. White, the president of the International.Mine �Work?
ers, of America, testi�edbefore the committee appointed by Gov.
Glasscock in regard to these charges, and by consent his evidence
was �led in this case to save the trouble of retaking it. � � Mr. 1 White
is an intelligent witness, and gives a clear and strong s�tat_emie�nt_, of
the causes leading to the efforts to unionize theminersof W.est.fVi?i&#39;-
ginia, and denies fully and in detail that the said efforts �were made
in pursuance of a conspiracy and combination, as charged, b�uti»%in
good faith, for the purpose of bettering the condition of�_tfhe.,We,st
Virginia miners. Mr. White said: a . I ..   i
&#39; As president of the international union I would most emphatically state that� that

conference, so far as I have any knowledge, also of any preceding confereIices,,has
not entered into any agreement that I have any knowledge of, wherein they would
have any evil designs or ulterior purposes on the coal �elds of West Virginia tje�-�the
pro�t and advantage of the coal �elds of the central competitive �elds. Since my ad-
ministration, and I can speak with the most positive emphasis, it has not-by.-. any act
of ours agreed, orally or otherwise, to enter into any such compact. We,ha_ve.only_one
motive in trying to aid the miners of West Virginia, and that motive is just as lofty in
(West Virginia as it has been in the States I have referred to. We want to itry_¥a&#39;nd
help the mine workers in these coal �elds to a little more sunshine and happiness.
-x- as -re

When we arrived at this basic wage conference that settlement practicallyiisettled
all of the coal producers of the States I have referred to. A Each State went ion��and
with their employees made a scale agreement on that particular� basis.  were
bound by the terms of the basic scale not to exact any more than laid down ubyj-the
terms of the settlement. On the contrary, the operators were boun,d~likeWise;.13hat
they should not seek to impose conditions beyond that not referred to. ;That, most
heartily disproves any statement calculated to link us a party in such a_ policy. � �It
is true that in our wage conference the question of extending the organization and
the question of higher wages came up; we were met by the operators, who: pointed
to the fact that south of the Ohio River there is little or no organization, and long,
weary hours of labor are exacted of the men that toil in the mines, and that they are
not having their coal weighed according to law, and that there are no check� weighmen
on the tipples. The superior advantages of the coal deposits give to these operators
so affected a favorable advantage. That is their statement. It has always �b.eeIii.j:our
desire, and in accordance with the preamble of our constitution we are .obliged.- to
extend the organization to every man who is mining coal, recognizing that they are
competitors in the labor world. We want to advance the interest of �the"min�e,rs, and
must of necessity extend the organization to take them all up in -our organization.
We hesitated, but we knew that West Virginia for years��the mine workers: who

I attended our convention from West Virginia��appealed to the mine workers .,from,.�a1l
_ parts of the country to assist them and help them to do this. They wanted to_&#39;get

the foundation of the �organization, to help these people.
some consideration as human beings, and naturally we are prompted, according to

Plans of the operators of other States against conditions prevailing here aregno
more than what the plan has been of the organization and policy ofthe operators
of the Kanawha �eld. They have complained just as bitterly against prevailihg
conditionsof the nonunion mines, of the nonunion condition of certain se�cti&#39;ons �of
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Kentucky, and other States. These contracts,� as I stated,

I when I approach the serious question of making a wage scale, have to be met. by
freight rate, market conditions, and the physical condition of the minelspto help
the miner to produce the quality of coal, and everything enters into a d1,s&#39;cuss1on
in order to arrive at an equitable price that will enable all to get together;tl&#39;r�eir
proper share of the market. We are sensible enough to realize that West-Virginia,
in order to sell her coal production, must �nd a market outside the bordersof its
own Commonwealth. If I am correctly informed, less than 10 per cent,of~th,&#39;e.c.-oal
produced is sold to home consumption. Therefore it would be foreign" to our pur-
pose, and we would be repudiated by our people, to come to West ,Vir�gin&#39;ia,&#39;. even
if we were able to, and build a scale here\which would be prohibitive as- against
our miners and would not be subscribed "to by them. We are interested to see the L
West Virginia miners and operators arrive "at a settlement of their ;di�iculty -that
Wlll enable them to have their markets; and where the other States haveadvanced
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the condition of employment~�-the short working day and recognizedthe rights of
the miners, and brighten their lives�we want to see West Virginia do the same.
We have no ulterior motive whatever upon the coal �elds of West Virginia. We
want to see the children of the miners enjoy the schoolhouses and playgrounds. We
want the miners to have a better home. We want to see the in�uence of the church
and other institutions radiate throughout this community. (Rec., p. 2174-2175.) S

~ . The witness repeats and elaboratesthis denial in absolute terms.
_ The purposes of the United Mine l/Vorkers of America, as set forth
in their constitution, and referred to by the witness, are these:

First. To unite in one organization, regardless of creed, color, or nationality, all
workmen eligible for membership employed in and around coal mines, coal washers,
and coke ovens on the American continent. _ _ _

Second. To increase wages and improve the conditions of employment of our
members by legislation, conciliation, joint agreements, or strikes. (Rec., p. ���.)

Mr. White was present at the joint conference held at Cleveland�,
Ohio, in,l912, and was asked in regardto a statement he made there,
as follows: Q

Mr. KNIGHT: _
Q. I �nd you are quoted in a speech at the Cleveland conference as saying that:
�We are as anxious to establish the organization in the West Virginia �eld and the

other nonunion �elds as the gentlemen on the other side of the house (the operators)
are to have us do so. We have had thispointed out times without number, that West
Virginia has no markets within the State, and, if it were thoroughly organized as sug-
gested, it would have to �nd a market outside the con�nes of its own Commonwealth.
Nature has favored the little mountain State with an inexhaustible vein of coal of
high quality and good mining conditions. The operators there have been successful

s in defeating the aim and purpose of the United Mine Workers to a large extent, although
no one can deny that, under the various administrations of the ,organization,- every
effort has been put forth to try to break down the conditions that are complained of
here by the other side.�
� Did you say that?�A. Yes. i «

Q. What did you mean by the statement, �that under the various administrations
of the organization every effort had been put forth to break down the conditions
complained of here by the other side?�-A. I meant that We had put forth every
legitimate and honorable effort to establish the organization for a shorter working day,
for check Weighmen, and other conditions in order that competitive relations might
be maintained and recognizing the fact that West Virginia had long been known as
part of the competitive �eld. The operators on the other side, some of them owning
mines in vWest Virginia and other States, were complaining about the unfair attitude
of our_ organization in constantly trying to hold them up for a further advance in
«wages, or, in other words, seeking to convey that we were just simply �ghting the
efforts of the organization of operators there. They said you were a part of the central
-competitive �eld and we were not trying to do anything to put you on a relative basis
with the other States. We have tried to get operators who own coal mines to take a
sensible view. of this thing. The instance that incited me or prompted me to make
that remark was due to the fact that they were trying to defend themselves against
advancing� our wages. As I stated awhile ago, they will not only go to West Virginia,

but anywhere. to defeat the miner in getting more than he can be held down to.
Q. By �breaking down these conditions� you meant bringing West Virginia up

on a wage scale, did you not?���A. Yes; taking into consideration West Virginia�s
ability to market its coal, its freight rates, its physical conditions of mining, and the
productive. power of the miners. All things considered, in other words, to try to
place West Virginia�s lab-or market on a par with the competitive �elds. It did not
�mean that we would exact the same prices, butwe would �rst have to go into the
mines-and �nd out what the conditions were.

Q. You do not mean that Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and western Pennsylvania now
regard the West Virginia wage scale as entirely too low?��A. I do not know the opinion
the operators have,_ save and except as I have -stated, but they were trying to keep
us toa lower standard, and when we cited the fact of the increased cost of living it
prompted us to make a demand for a further increase in wages, and they pointed
to the fact that their wages were relatively higher from a competitive standpoint
than West Virginia,.and that we were doing nothingto bring them up to what weS . were trying toexact from those operators. (Record, pp. 2187~2188.)
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There is also evidence in the record that a number of coal operators
of Ohio werealso engaged in the business in West Virginia and were
opposed to the unionizing of the miners in their employ in that State,
thus tending to controvert the charge that they were combining
with others against the West Virginia operators. A

The authorities which the coal operators of West Virginia have
cited to sustain their contention, that the agreement and combina-
tion which they charge was made and attempted to be carried into
execution was and is in violation of the Sherman antitrust law, pro-
hibiting combinations in restraint of interstate commerce, and for
the purpose of creating monopoli-es of such commerce, are as follows:

Clune &#39;0. United States (159 U. S., 590)., in which it is said:
The rules of law relating to the responsibility of individual members concerned in

such combination and conspiracy are plain and well de�ned. Great latitude in
establishing conspiracy by the admission of circumstantial evidence is allowed, cir-
cumstances tending in slight -degree to a determination of the trust are allowed to be

proved. 
     
     American Fur Co. �D. United States (2 Pet., 358), it is held:
* Where two or more are associated together for the same illegal purpose, anyact or
declaration of one of the parties, in reference to the common object, and forming 9.
part of the res gestae, in its execution, may be given in evidence against the others.

In United States 7). Union P. R. Co. (226 U. s., 61), it is said:
The act is intended to reach combinations and conspiracies which restrain freedom

of action in interstate trade and commerce, and unduly suppress or restrict the play
of competition in the conduct thereof. * * * ~

And referring to the case of Northern Securities Co. (193 U. S., 197),
the court says:     f

It was there held that the transfer to a holding company of the stock of two com-
peting interstate railroads, thereby effectually destroying the power which had there-
tofore existed to compete upon interstate commerce, was a restraint upon such com:merce, agd Mr. Justice Harlan, announcing the a�irmanceof the decree of the circuitcourt sai : �

� In all the prior cases in this court the antitrust act has been construed as forbidding
any combination which, by its necessary operation, destroys or restricts free compe-E
tition among those engaged in interstate commerce; in other words, that to destroy
or restrict free competition in interstate commerce was to restrain such commerce. V
* * * �7 �

Of the Slierman Act and kindred statutes, this court, speaking
through Mr. Justice McKenna in National Cotton Oil Co. v. Texas
(197 U. S., 115), further said:

According to them, competition, not combination, should be the law of trade. If
there is evil in this, it is acceptedas less than that which may result from the uni�caé
-tion of interest, and the power such uni�cation gives. And that legislatures may so

96 * 96 . g
&#39; We take it therefore that it may be regarded as settled, applying the statute as con-
strued in the decisions of this court, that a combination which places railroads engaged
in interstate commerce in such relations as to create a single dominating control in
one corporation, whereby natural and existing competition in interstate commerce is
unduly restricted or suppressed, is within the condemnation of the act. "

It is the scope of such combinations and their power to suppress or sti�e competition
or create monopoly which determines the applicability of the act. 9 .

In speaking of the acts which constitute restraints of interstate
commerce, the court says: S

It creates a combination which restrains interstate commerce within the meaning &#39;
of the statute, because, indestroying or greatly abridging the free operation of comps-1
tition theretofore existing, it tends to higher_rates._ 9 � V A
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It is the scope of such combinationsand their power to suppress or sti�e competi- 
     
     *

tion� or create monopoly which determines the applicability of the act. *
_ Indetermining the validity of this combination, we have a right to look also to the
intent and purpose of those who conducted the transactions from which it arose, and
to the objects had in view. T I »

In United States 72. Patten (226 U. S., 525) the court said:
Section 1 of the act, upon which the counts are founded, is not con�ned to voluntary

restraints, as where persons engaged In Interstate trade or commerce agree to suppress
competition among themselves, but includes as well involuntary restraints, as where

&#39; persons not so -engaged conspire to compel action by others, or to create arti�cial con-
ditions, which necessarily impede or burden the due/course of such trade or commerce,
or restrict the common liberty to engage therein. * * *

Bearing in mind that such was the nature, object, and scope of the conspiracy, We
regard it as altogether plain that, by its necessary operation, it would directly and ma-
terially impede and burden. the due course ofxtrade and commerce among the States,
and thereforein�ict upon the public the injuries which the antitrust act is designed
to prevent. * * * And that there is no allegation or a speci�c intent to �restrain
such trade or commerce does not make against this conclusion, for, as is shown by prior
decisions of this court, the conspirators must be held to have intended the necessary
and direct consequences of their acts, and cannot be heard to say to the contrary.
In other words, by purposely engaging in a conspiracy which necessarily and directly
produces the result which the statute is designated to prevent, they are, in legal con-
templation, chargeable with intending that result.

It hardly needs statement that the character and effect of a conspiracy are not to be
judged by dismembering it and viewing its separate parts, but only by looking at it
as a whole. (W. W. Montague & Co. v. Lowry, 194 U. S., 38 * * *.)

_.The act for which Patten was indicted was brought within the.
statute�s condemnation for the reason that-��-

It operated to thwart the 17. sual operation of the law of supply and demand to with-
draw the commodity from the normal current of trade, to enhance the price arti�cially,
to� hamper 1: sers and consumers in satisfying their needs, and to produce practically the
same evils as does the suppression of �competition. �

It was the right of the defendant to prescribe the terms upon which the services of.
Coppage (the discharged employee) would be accepted, and it was the right of Coppage
to� become or not, as he chose, an employee of the railroad company upon the terms
offered to him. _ Mr. Cooley in this treatise on Torts, page 278, well says: �It is a part
ofevery man�s civil rights that he be left at liberty to refuse business relations with
any person whomsoever, whether the refs sal rest upon reason. or is the result of whim,

_ Caprice, prejudice, or malice. With his reasons neither the public nor third persons
" have any legal concern. It is also his right to have business relations with. anyone
with whom he can make contracts, and if he is wrongfully deprived of this right by
others he is entitled to redress. The general right to make a contract in relation to
business is part of the liberty of the individual protected by the fourteenth amend-
ment of the Federal Constitution.� (Allgeyer 2). Louisiana, 165 U. S., 578.) Of
course the liberty of contract relating to labor includes both parties to it�the one has
�as much right to purchase as the other has to sell labor. It is not within the functions:
of government, at least in the absence of contract between the parties, to compel any
person in the course of his business and against his will to accept or retain the personal
services of another, or to compel any person against his will to perform personal
services for another. It was the legal right of the defendant Adair to discharge Coppage
because of his being a member of a labor organization, as it was the legal right of Cop-
page if he saw �t to do so to quit the services in which he was engaged because the
defendant employed some persons who were not members of a labor organization.

, In United States v. Reading (226 U. S. , 324), the court says:
The scheme as a whole seems to us to be within reachof the law. The constituent

elements as we have stated them are enough to give to the scheme a body, and for
all that we can say, to accomplish it. Moreover, whatever we may think of them
separately, when we take them up as distinct chargesthey are alleged suf�ciently
as elements of the scheme. It is suggested that the several acts charged are lawful
and that intent can make no difference. But they are bound together as the parts
of a single plan. The plan may make the parts unlawful. _ * * * -

The mere fact that the sales and deliveries-took place in Pennsylvania is not con-
trolling when, as here, the expectations was that the coal would, for the most part,
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fall into and become a part of the well-known current. of commerce between� the
mines and the general consuming markets of other States. Commerce among these
States is not a technical legal conception, but a practical one, drawn from the course
of business. (Swift & Co. v. United States, 196 U. S., 386, 398; Loewe 12. Lawlor,
208 U. S., 274.) The purchase and delivery within the State was but one step in a
plan and purpose to control and dominate trade and commerce in other States for
an illegal purpose. As was said by the Chief Justice in Loewe 12. Lawlor, cited above:

�Although some of the means whereby the interstate traffic� was to be destroyed a �
were acts within a State, and some of them were in themselves, as a part of their
obvious purpose and effect, beyond the scope of Federal authority, still, as we have
seen, the acts must be considered as a whole, and the plan is open to condemnation,
notwithstanding a negligible amount of interstate business might be affected in carry-
ing it out. If the purpose of the combination were, as alleged, to prevent any inter-..
state transportation at all, the fact that the means operated at one end before physical
transportation commenced and at the other end -�after the physical transportation i
ended was immaterial.�
f Whether a particular act, contract, or agreement was at reasonable and normal
method in furtherance of trade and commerce may,�in doubtful cases, turn upon the
intent to be inferred from the extent of the control thereby secured over the com-
merce affected, as well as by the method which was used. Of course, if the neces-
sary result is materially to restrain trade between the States, the intent with which
the thing was done is of no consequence. But when there is only a probability, the
intent to produce the consequences may become important. (United States 7). Ter-
minal R. Assn., 224 U. S., 383, 394; Swift&�Co. 7). United States, 196 U. S., 375.)

In the instant case the extent of the control over the limited supply of anthracite
coal by means of the great proportion theretofore owned or controlled by the defend-
ant companies and the extent of the control acquired over the independent output,
which constituted the only competing supply, affords evidence of an intent to sup- ,

transportation, and saleof the article at tide�water markets.

Gompers 7) Bucks Stove & Range Co. (221 U. S., 438), the court
said: 3 T �  » ;

In.Loewe &#39;v. Lawlor (208 U. S., 274) the statute was held to apply to any unlawful
combination resulting in restraint of interstate commerce. In that case the damages
sued for were occasioned by acts which, among other things, did not include the cir-
culation of advertisements. But the principle announced by the court was general.
It covered any illegal means by which interstate commerce is restrained», whether by
unlawful combinations of capital or unlawful combinations of labor, and we think,
also, whether the restraint be occasioned by unlawful contracts, trusts, pooling arrange-
ments, black lists, boycotts, coercion, threats, intimidation, and whether these be made
effective, in whole or in part, by acts, words, or� printed matter. .

The court�s protection and restraining powers extend to every device whereby
property is irreparably damaged or commerce is illegally restrained. To hold that
the restraint of trade underuthe Sherman Antitrust Act or on general principles of
law could be enjoined, but that the means through which the restraint was accom-
plished could not be enjoined, would be to render the law impotent. .

Referring to labor organizations, it is here further said:
if But this very fact that it is lawful to form these bodies with multitudes of members,
means that they have thereby acquired a vast power in the presence of which the in-
dividual may be helpless.
met except by his purchasing peace at the cost of submitting to terms which involve
the sacri�ce of rights protected by the Constitution, or by standing on such rights and

� appealing to the preventive powers of a court of equity. &#39; When such appeal is made
I - it is the duty of government to protect the one against the many as well as the many

against the one.

Loewe 12. Lawlor (208 U. S., 302). It is held in this case, that the
law prohibiting agreements in restraint of trade��
Includes combinations of labor, as well as of capital; in fact, all combinations in

_ restraint of commerce without reference to the character of the persons who entered
into. them. It is true this statute has not been much expounded by judges, but as it
seems to me its meaning, as far as it relates-to the sort of combinations to which it is
to apply, is manifest, and that it includes combinations which are composed of labor-
ers acting in the interest of laborers. , &#39; i

press that competition and of a purpose to unduly restrain the freedom of production, -

This power when unlawfully used against one can not be �
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6 It is the successful effort of the combination of the defendants to intimidate and "over-&#39;
�awe. others, who were at Work in �conducting or carrying on the commerce of the
country in which the court �nds their error and their violation of the statute.

United States 7).� Patterson (201 Fed., 711, 712), it is said:
If the purpose is to injure the public in limiting or suppressing competition and its

right of individuals to contract, thereby enhancing prices and bringing about monopoly
in whole or in part, or tending to do either, then such contract or acts were held under
the changed condition of things to be in restraint of trade. * * *.

From the decisions in the Standard Oil case and the Tobacco case, and the cases
in the Supreme Court involving the antitrust act, and the evolution of the common \
law (omitting the many citations of authorities), to meet modern conditions.and not
unduly restrain, but to encourage trade, it may be said that a contract, combination,
or conspiracy, is in restraint of trade when it directly effects trade, and is entered into
with intent to do wrong to the general public and to individuals by restraining the �ow
of commerce, and by bringing about, or tending to bringabout, the maintenance or
enhancement of prices which but for �such acts, would adjust themselves under condi-
tions of free competition. of

,The contention and authorities in support thereof relied upon by
the counsel for the United Mine VVorkers of America, or the mem-
bers thereof charged to have made the alleged unlawful agreement,
are in the language of the brief �led, as follows:
� The miners� organization exists for the sole purpose of bettering the conditions of

employment. It is not a monopoly. Labor is not the subject of monopoly. While
it might be. conceded that labor organizations might be proper subjects of legislative
control and regulation, yet the legislature has not in its wisdom seen proper to do so;
and at common law personal ,service��an occupation�cou_ld not be the subject of
monopoly. In discussing that question in the case of State ex rel. Star Pub. Co. 12.�
Associated Press (159 Mo., loc. cit., 456, 51 L. R. A., 151, 81 Am. St. Rep., 368, 60
S. W. 91, 104), this court used this language: �But there is nothing here on which a
monopoly can attach. The business is one of mere personal service, an occupation.�
Unlesslthere is �property� to be �affected with a public interest,� there is no basis
laid for the fact or the charge of �a monopoly.� � The authorities seem to be uniform
in holding that individuals have a perfect legal right to form labor organizations for
the protection and promotion of the interest of the laboring classes, and deny the
power to enjoin the members of such organizations from peaceably Withdrawing
fromthe service of the employer. (Wabash R. Co. 72. Hannahan (C. C.), 121 Fed.,
563; National Protective Assn. 22. Cumming, 170 N. Y., 315; Dowen 12. Matheson, 14
Allen, 499; Gray 7). Building Trades Council, 91 Minn., 171; Thomas 1). Cincinnati,
N. O. & T. P. R. Co, (C. C.), 4 Inters. Com. Rep., 788; Ames 7). Union P. R. Co.
(C. C.), 62 Fed., 7; Atchison, T. & S. F. R. Co. 1). Gee (C. C.) 140 Fed., 153; Arthur
&#39;2). Oakes, 63 Fed., 310.) Many more adjudications of the same nature exist and
might be cited, but, as there is no con�ict between the modern decisions upon this
question, it would be a useless waste of time and labor to cite more. � These decisions
are based upon the law which permits every one to enter into any kind of contract
which has for its object and purpose the protection and promotion of the interest of
the parties thereto, as well as the �betterment of their condition in life; and that
right to so contract is not curtailed or abridged if, perchance, the contract indirectly
or incidentally operates in restraint of trade. We must, therefore, hold that the
United Brotherhood of Carpenters & Joiners and their allied associations, whom the
defendants represent, are not unlawful combinations made and entered into in re-
straint of trade, but are legal and highly laudable when con�ned within proper
bounds. (22 L. R�. A. (N. S.), 616.)

Legislatures, as well as the courts, now recognize the right of laboring people to
� organize for the purpose of promoting their common welfare, elevating their standard

of skill, advancing and maintaining their wages, �xing the hours of labor and the
rate of wages, obtaining employment� for their members, securing control of the work
connected with their trade, or favorable terms to their employers in the purchase of
material, and contracts forsuch persons as employ members of their society. And
others may combine with them for the accomplishment of these purposes. (24 Cyc.,

.819, and numerous cases cited to.support the text, for government and discipline of
members.) , V j , M p
 While we have herein reported the material evidence submitted
to the subcommittee upon this subject of the investigation and the
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authorities relied upon by the parties to sustain and refute those
contentions, we express no opinion as to whether thecharge made by
the coal operators of West Virginia is sustained by the facts, or the
law applicable to those facts, because we found there was lately

ending in the District Court of the United �States for the NorthernDistrict of West Virginia a case �under the style of Hichman Coal &
Coke Co. v. John,Mitchell et al., and now pending in the District
Court of the United States for the Southern District of West Vir-
ginia, another case under the style of the United States v. John P.
White et al., the former being a bill in equity and the latter  crimi-
nal prosecution, both of which involve the alleged conspiracy and�
combination to restrain and monopolize interstate and foreign
commerce in coal, which the coal operators of West Virginia charge
was made by the coal operators of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and west-
ern Pennsylvania, and, B. F. Chapman and others, members of the
United Mine Workers of America, the subject of this investigation.

The case in equity has been determinedin the district court, and a
copy of the opinion of Judge Dayton, who presided on the hearing,
has been submitted to us, from which it appears that upon a record
of some 8,000 pages, he found the charges of the complainant in the
�case to be sustained by the facts, and granted an injunction: against
the defendants perpetually enjoining them from further acts in the
execution of the conspiracy and combination found to exist. But
it is stated by one of the counsel for the United Mine VVorkers of
America that an appeal has been taken in the case, and therefore the
questions involved are yet pending and undetermined in the courts.
The criminal case is also still pending and undetermined.

We think it would be improper for acommittee of a legislative
body to undertake to determine in advance questions of whichacourts
of competent jurisdiction have under consideration in cases pending
in them. In other words, we are of opinion that the Senate should
not and has no power to prejudge questions of either law or fact
involving the property and liberty of citizens, of which the courts of
the country have lawfully assumed jurisdiction. It would, we
think, be an unwarranted invasion of the province of the judiciary
by the legislative branch of the Government. I _

We therefore report merely the evidence that has beensubmitted
to us, tending to show whether or not the unfortunate conditions
existing in the coal �elds of West Virginia, and especially upon Paint
Creek and Cabin Creek, were caused or aggravated by an unlawful
conspiracy and combination to restrain interstate commerce in vio-
lation of the laws of the United States, submitting the same for such
use and consideration as may be deemed proper by the Senate. �

J NO. x K. SHIELDS.
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